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Abstract
A Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machine processing a toolpath, can be likened to a
moving car. Using this analogy, any discontinuities in the tangential angle of the toolpath are
equivalent to sudden changes in the moving direction of the car. Similarly, discontinuities
in the curvature, are equivalent to sudden changes in the angle of the front wheels of the
car. In the same manner that sudden changes in the direction, or front wheel angle of a
car will result in dangerous and undesirable consequences for the car and the passengers,
discontinuities in the toolpath will result in decreased cut quality, mechanical vibrations
and a shorter lifespan for the machine. To eliminate the discontinuities and prevent their
consequences, path smoothing techniques can be used. In this thesis, path smoothing methods
are discussed. Three novel path smoothing methods for corner smoothing, parametric curve
conversion and spline fitting have been introduced.
Almost all of the corner smoothing methods proposed in the literature are limited to line
to line transitions. To the author’s knowledge, the corner smoothing method presented in
this thesis is the first corner smoothing method that can smooth line to arc and arc to arc
transitions as well as the simpler case of line to line transitions. The developed method has
been evaluated using a high speed CNC laser cutting machine and the results are reported.
For toolpaths that are consisted of a large number of small line segments, a different solution
has been proposed. Instead of fitting smoothing fillets to every corner, a clothoid spline
is fitted to the end points of the input line segments. It has been demonstrated that the
curvature profile of the fitted spline, closely resembles the curvature profile of the original
toolpath. Finally, for the case that the input toolpath is given as a parametric curve, a method
for approximating the parametric curve using a clothoid spline with limited and adjustable
vi
deviation from the original curve is proposed. The existing methods in the literature can only
subdivide a parametric curve into a series of line segments, or a sequence of biarcs. It has
been demonstrated that the proposed method results in a smoother toolpath using a smaller
number of primitive shapes in comparison to the existing methods.
The generated toolpaths in all three cases are composed of a number of back to back
connected clothoids called biclothoids and triclothoids. The smoothed toolpaths are curvature
continuous and also arc length parameterised which makes them easy to interpolate. Equa-
tions for calculating the maximum velocity, acceleration and jerk values on the generated
G2 continuous toolpaths are derived. These equations are used to limit the feedrate on the
toolpath so that the acceleration and jerk limits of the machine are adhered to.
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Introduction
1.1 Preliminary Remarks 2
1.1 Preliminary Remarks
Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machines are widely used in many industries for
manufacturing parts. There are various types of CNC machines like CNC lathes, CNC
milling machines, CNC waterjets and CNC laser cutting machines. CNC machines are
mostly used to machine metal blocks or to cut parts out of metal sheets. A picture of a CNC
laser cutting machine, cutting parts from a metal sheet is given in figure 1.1.
CNC machines are controlled by G-code programs that are processed by the CNC
controller. Types of moves that can be commanded by the G-code program are usually
limited to only line segments and arcs. If any other shape needs to be processed by a CNC
machine, it has to be approximated by a number of successive lines and arcs. However, when
only lines are used, at the transitions between two lines, discontinuities in the tangential angle
will appear, i.e. the tangential angle will have step changes when going from one line to the
next. A step change in tangential angle translates to a large spike (theoretically infinitely
large) in curvature and therefore in large spikes in the acceleration. If both lines and arcs
are used, there still can be discontinuities in the tangential angle unless every two successive
moves are tangent. Even in that case, there will be discontinuities in the curvature when a
line to arc transition is made or when there is a tangent transition between two arcs with
different radii.
The maximum production speed that CNC machines can achieve has been continuously
increasing. Specially laser cutting machines have become very fast. A maximum velocity
of 120 mmin and a maximum acceleration of 9800
m
s2 are typical values for these machines.
At such high velocities, any discontinuity in the tangential angle or the curvature can cause
potentially severe vibrations on the machine, decreased cut quality and reduced lifespan
of the machine. The main goal of this research is to develop path smoothing solutions for
different types of part programs in order to solve and prevent the problems that stem from
discontinuities in the toolpath.
1.2 Research Objectives 3
Figure 1.1 A metal sheet is being cut inside a CNC laser cutting machine. Picture is taken
from [1].
1.2 Research Objectives
This research has four main objectives outlined below:
1. State of the art smoothing methods in the literature have several limitations. Most
importantly these methods cannot be applied to standard part programs which are
composed of lines and arcs. The application of the existing methods is limited to part
programs that only have linear moves. One of the objectives of this research is to find
a corner smoothing method that can be applied to line to arc and arc to arc transitions
as well as line to line corners.
2. Corner smoothing methods are not well suited for toolpaths consisted of a large
number of short line segments. Another goal of this research is to find a method
that can generate a smooth arc length parameterised spline to approximate the given
toolpath when it is composed of a large number of successive small line segments.
1.3 Research Scope 4
3. Instead of converting designed parts to a sequence of line segments and then approxi-
mating those line segments using splines, a CAD-CAM application can convert the
designed parts to smooth splines which can be directly processed by the CNC machine.
Finding a method for a direct conversion of parametric curves used by CAD applica-
tions to smooth splines is another objective of this research. Such a method can also be
used to process parametric curves given to a CNC machine thus extending the range of
the part programs that the machine can accept.
4. Most of the path smoothing methods proposed in the literature, also suggest formulae to
calculate the maximum permissible feedrate in order to keep the acceleration and jerk
of the machine within the acceptable limits. However, these formulae are incomplete
and do not guarantee adherence to the specified jerk limits. This research aims to
derive the correct equations for feedrate limit calculation to ensure that the physical
limits of the machine are never exceeded.
In summary the goal of this research is to develop a family of smoothing methods that
can be applied to a wide range of part programs composed of either lines and arcs, a large
number of line segments, or parametric curves, in order to generate toolpaths that can be
smoothly processed by the CNC machine at a higher feedrate without violating acceleration
and jerk limits of the machine. As mentioned before the existing methods in the literature are
limited to smoothing toolpaths composed of only line segments.
1.3 Research Scope
To achieve the research objectives outlined in section 1.2, this research covers the following
high level steps:
• A literature review to investigate existing path smoothing methods and determining
their advantages and disadvantages.
• Study of clothoids as a primitive curve with interesting and useful characteristics for
path smoothing.
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• Analysing the relationship between tangential quantities like tangential velocity, tan-
gential acceleration and tangential jerk with their joint level counterparts.
• Developing a corner smoothing method which does not have the limitations and
disadvantages of existing methods and is suitable for practical application in CNC
machines. Specially finding a solution for smoothing arc to arc or line to arc transitions
which the existing literature is lacking.
• Evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed method in a real world example and
machining a part with and without using the proposed method.
• Developing a spline fitting method for smoothing of short line segment toolpaths using
arc length parameterised clothoids.
• Developing a subdivision algorithm to approximate a parametric curve using clothoid
splines.
1.4 Outline of Thesis
The literature on toolpath smoothing and different types of curves used for this purpose are
reviewed in chapter 2. Some of the contents of this chapter have been verbatim quoted from
[4]. The reviewed papers are divided into 7 categories based on the type of the curve that
they use for path smoothing.
Chapter 3, provides some background information to be used in the following chapters.
This chapter has two main sections. Since in this thesis clothoids are used for path smoothing,
an introduction to clothoids is given in section 3.2. In section 3.3 of chapter 3, equations for
joint space quantities are given.
It should be noted that one of the main goals of toolpath smoothing is to limit the velocity,
acceleration and jerk values for every joint that contributes to the movement of the machine.
Therefore equations to relate these quantities to the characteristics of the toolpath and also
the velocity along the toolpath are extracted in section 3.3. These equations are used in the
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following chapters to limit the feedrate in a way that the physical limits of the joints are
adhered to.
In chapter 4, a method for smoothing line to line, line to arc and arc to arc transitions
is proposed. The proposed smoothing method has been evaluated on a laser cutting CNC
machine and the results are reported. Almost all of the contents of this chapter have been
verbatim quoted from [4].
Chapter 5, investigates the smooth toolpath generation from a different point of view.
Instead of trying to smooth the toolpaths generated by CAD-CAM software, it is possible to
change the subdivision methods in the CAD-CAM application to generate a smooth toolpath
which can be processed by the CNC right away. Chapter 5, investigates the problem of
converting a parametric curve to primitive moves. Parametric curves (e.g. Bezier curves)
are used by designers in CAD applications. However since CNC machines usually cannot
process parametric curves, these curves must be converted to primitive moves before being
sent to the CNC. Currently CAD-CAM applications only support line segments and circular
arcs as the primitive moves. The main reason is that CNC machines generally can only
process these two types of moves. However, in chapter 5, it has been demonstrated that if
clothoids are used as primitive moves, a parametric curve can be converted to a feasible
toolpath using a smaller number of primitive moves (fast and efficient methods for processing
clothoid moves are introduced in chapter 4). More importantly the resulting toolpath will be
G2-continuous which means that a CNC machine can execute the generated part program in
a fast and smooth manner.
In chapter 6, a method for fitting a smooth interpolating spline composed of clothoid
segments with curvature continuity is explained. Spline fitting is used when the toolpath is
given as a sequence of a large number of small line segments. In this chapter it has been
demonstrated that using corner smoothing methods is not a good solution for smoothing this
category of toolpaths and spline fitting should be used instead.
Chapter 7 recapitulates the contributions of the research and concludes the thesis.
Some parts of this thesis have been verbatim quoted from [2] and [4].
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1.5 Publications
The list of publications made out of this research is as follows:
1. Abbas Shahzadeh, Abbas Khosravi, Troy Robinette, Saeid Nahavandi, Smooth Path
Planning using Biclothoid Fillets for High Speed CNC Machines, International Journal
of Machine Tools and Manufacture, Volume 132, 2018, Pages 36-49, ISSN 0890-6955.
2. A. Shahzadeh, A. Khosravi and S. Nahavandi, Smoothing Toolpaths Composed of
Short Line Segments using Clothoid Splines, (under preparation to submit to Interna-
tional Journal of Machine Tools and Manufacture).
3. A. Shahzadeh, A. Khosravi and S. Nahavandi, Converting Parametric Curves to Arc
Length Parameterised Clothoid Splines (under preparation to submit to Computer-
Aided Design).
The below paper was published in 2013 when the first author had not officially started the
PhD course. Therefore it is not officially made out of this research. However it was authored
by the author of this thesis, Dr. Abbas Khosravi and Prof. Saeid Nahavandi as a prelude to
this research:
A. Shahzadeh, A. Khosravi and S. Nahavandi, Path Planning for CNC Machines Consid-
ering Centripetal Acceleration and Jerk, 2013 IEEE International Conference on Systems,
Man, and Cybernetics, Manchester, 2013, pp. 1759-1764.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
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2.1 Introduction
In this chapter the literature on path smoothing will be discussed. Path smoothing is a
common problem in a number of different engineering fields including highway design
[5–8], railway design [9, 10], mobile robots [11–14], autonomous vehicles path planning
[15–21], aircraft guidance [22] and CNC machine control. The focus of this research is on
path smoothing for CNC machines. However, solutions to the same problem in other fields
of engineering are still relevant and the solution proposed in this thesis can be applied to
those fields as well.
Papers that have discussed the problem of path smoothing can be divided into two main
categories. In the first group of papers, methods for smoothing paths that consist of a large
number of small linear segments are proposed like [3, 23, 24]. This type of path is more
common in milling applications where the toolpath is divided into a series of very small line
segments generated by the CAD-CAM software. To smooth these paths, usually a spline is
fitted which passes through the points given in the original toolpath.
The second group of papers, discuss the problem of corner smoothing. In applications
like laser cutting, the moves commanded by the CAD-CAM software are usually longer (in
comparison to milling applications) and can be either lines or arc segments. The toolpath
given to the machine often has discontinuities in both the curvature and the tangential angle
along the path. Discontinuities in tangential angle manifest themselves in sharp corners, while
curvature discontinuities can be more subtle and happen in cases like line to arc transitions.
The methods proposed for spline fitting can also be used in corner smoothing since a
corner can be considered as a special case of a toolpath consisted of many lines. Consequently
it is not easy to divide the related work based on their intended application.
A better way of grouping these works is by considering the type of the curve used for
spline fitting or corner smoothing. This approach is used in this chapter and references are
categorised based on the type of the curve that they use for smoothing a corner or for creating
a spline.
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2.2 Methods Proposed in the Literature
2.2.1 Polynomial Curve Splines
Polynomial curve splines are used as transition curves in some works. Erkorkmaz et al.
in [25], use quintic splines composed of two or three quintic spline segments as smooth
transition curves. The choice between two or three segments depends on the type of the
servo controllers used in the machine. The three segment spline results in a path which is
longer than the original path and looks like a bloated corner. This strategy is suitable for
servo controllers with a low bandwidth. The low bandwidth of the servo controller cancels
out the bloating added by the smoothing algorithm resulting in a smaller deviation. The two
segment case is intended for high bandwidth joints and undercuts the corner resulting in a
shorter path like most of the other corner smoothing approaches.
To get near arc length parameterisation, the authors of [25] use the method proposed
by Yang and Wang in [26]. Despite using the mentioned technique for near arc length
parameterisation, velocity discontinuities still exist in the generated spline [25] which have
to be resolved by using special interpolation techniques [25, 27].
Yutkowitz in [28] uses two back to back quartic polynomials per axis to round the corners.
For each corner, the curvature of the smoothing curve becomes maximum at the middle
of the fillet where the two quartic curves join. In order to decrease feedrate fluctuations
the value of the maximum curvature for each corner is optimised so that the polynomial
parameter is close to the arc length. In other words, the smoothing curve is nearly arc length
parameterised. Yutkowitz in [28] gives a table for a range of angles and the corresponding
optimised maximum curvature value for each angle.
Beudaert et al. in [29] use cubic splines. They smooth each joint separately by fitting a
cubic spline to the position stream and then measure the resulting geometric deviation. An
optimisation algorithm tries to maximise the feedrate while keeping the introduced error
below a specified tolerance.
Piazzi et al. in [15] and [30] introduce a group of polynomial curves called η2 splines.
A quintic polynomial is fully defined by specifying the function values, first derivatives,
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and second derivatives at both ends. However if instead of the derivatives of individual
axes, unit tangent vectors and curvatures at both ends are given (when only G2 continuity is
required rather than C2 continuity), four degrees of freedom will be remaining. The authors
express the polynomial curve as a function of the curve parameter (u) and a four element
tuning parameters vector denoted by η = [η1,η2,η3,η4]. These 4 tuning parameters can be
used to optimise each spline segment. According to the examples in [15] and [30], shapes
like circular arcs and clothoids can be approximated by η2 splines if the right value for the
parameters are selected.
Piazzi et al. in [16] introduce a generalisation of η2 splines called η3 splines. In this
latter work, they use septic curves to create a G3-continuous path. A septic polynomial is
fully defined by specifying the initial and final values and also first, second and the third
derivatives at both ends. In the case that instead of the individual axis derivatives, unit tangent
vector, curvature and sharpness (the derivative of sharpness) at both ends are given (when
only G3 continuity is required rather than C3 continuity), six degrees of freedom will remain
(η = [η1,η2,η3,η4,η5,η6]). Similar to η2 splines, these 6 tuning parameters can be used to
minimise a cost function for the spline segment. The cost function discussed in this work
is the maximum sharpness of the curve (referred to as angular acceleration in the paper).
Minimising the maximum sharpness will result in the minimum snap or the smoothest and
easiest handling of the steering wheel for a vehicle. Similar to η2 splines, η3 splines can
be used to approximate circular arcs and clothoids. However, since they can generate G3
continuous curves as well, shapes like cubic spirals can also be approximated using η3
splines.
Since finding the optimal value for 6 parameters is not necessarily trivial in different
applications, Piazzi et al. in [16] also propose a heuristic rule for quickly picking the η
values which will result in acceptable suboptimal solutions. They also touch on the concept
of ηk splines which can be used to generate Gk continuous paths. As two examples they
discuss η0 splines which are actually line segments and give G0 continuity and η1 splines
which are splines consisted of cubic segments with G1 continuity. In general an ηk spline is
consisted of polynomial curves with order equal to 2k+1 according to the paper.
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Bianco et al. in [31] discuss the application of η3 splines for generation of near optimal
paths for wheeled mobile robots. They argue that while optimum paths can be generated
using optimisation algorithms like the ones proposed in [32] and [33], an online application
requires a faster solution method. It is explained that two different cost functions can be used
for minimising the derivative of curvature. One minimises the integral of the square value of
the sharpness, while the other minimises the maximum of sharpness. It is stated that the latter
cost function is more suitable for the application and has been selected as the optimality index
in [31]. However minimising the maximum of sharpness is more difficult in comparison
to minimising the integral of the squared value of sharpness. They then propose a method
to give a suboptimal solution for η3 splines in a shorter time. Their method approximates
circular arcs and clothoids when the boundary conditions are compatible with these curves.
In summary the literature review shows that several types of polynomial curves have been
used in the literature ranging from cubics to septics. Polynomial curves are simple and as a
result computationally efficient. The main drawback of using polynomial splines is that the
arc length cannot be calculated using an analytical formula. For these curves, the arc length
can only be estimated by integration [34, 35]. This limitation makes it difficult to utilise
these curves in real time applications for CNC machines without introducing undesirable
feedrate fluctuations.
2.2.2 Bezier Curves
Bezier curves are another group of curves used for path smoothing. Similar to polynomial
curves they are simple and computationally efficient but their arc length can only be estimated
by integration.
Yang and Sukkarieh in [34] use two back to back cubic Bezier curves to generate smooth
transitions from a line to another line at corners. Their method is intended for mobile robots
and generates a continuous curvature path with an upper bound limit on curvature. In the
intended application, the path deviation is not important and is not taken into account.
Sencer et al. in [36] also use Bezier curves to smooth line to line transitions. Instead of
using two cubic Bezier curves, one quintic Bezier curve is used. They have devised a method
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to generate a smoothing curve with minimum curvature peak for any corner angle. They
show that by decreasing the maximum curvature of the transition curve, higher feedrates can
be achieved. Since Bezier curves are not arc length parameterised, a special interpolation
method has to be used in order to prevent feedrate fluctuations [34, 36].
Bi et al. in [37] and [38] use a particular type of cubic Bezier curves first introduced in
[39]. In [39], Walton and Meek, use cubic Bezier curves which normally have four control
points. However, they merge two of the control points and place them at the corner. This
ensures that the curvature profile of the Bezier curve has only one extremum at the middle of
the curve [39]. Walton and Meek do not attempt to limit the deviation between the smoothing
Bezier curve and the original curve. Bi et al. in [37] and [38], however, measure and limit
the deviation to make sure that it is bounded to a predefined value.
Fan et al. in [40] use two back to back quartic Bezier curves to achieve G3 continuity.
Each of the Bezier curves has 5 control points and the two back to back curves share one
control point which leaves 9 control points to calculate. In determining the control points,
they minimise the curvature variation energy (CVE) [40] in order to minimise the cycle time
and improve the smoothness. In order to calculate the maximum permissible feedrate, they
calculate the maximum curvature for each smoothing curve and make sure that the machine
limits are not exceeded at the points of maximum curvature.
Bezier curves have the same limitations as polynomial curves since their arc length
cannot be calculated analytically and can only be estimated by integration. Also it is not
easy to match the curvature at the start and end points of a Bezier curve and therefore their
application has been limited to smoothing line to line transitions so far. In chapter 4, one of
the smoothing methods that uses Bezier curves has been compared with the clothoid-based
method proposed in this thesis to better highlight the advantages of clothoids over Bezier
curves for path smoothing.
2.2.3 B-Splines
B-spline curves are also used as path smoothing fillets. Zhao et al. in [41] use cubic B-splines
with 5 control points. By dividing the B-spline into two cubic Bezier curves they prove that
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the maximum curvature falls right in the middle of the B-spline. They limit the feedrate
based on the analytical formula that they have extracted for the maximum curvature of the
smoothing B-spline.
Beudaert et al. in [42] also use cubic B-splines with 5 control points where the third
control point is placed at the corner. Since there are three points on each line of the corner,
the curvature at the beginning and at the end of the smoothing curve is zero which matches
the curvatures of the comprising lines. They explain that the distance between control points
can be adjusted in order to minimise the machining time. However, they also give a rule of
thumb and state that if the distance between the first control point and the corner is 1.4 to
1.75 times larger than the distance between the second control point and the corner, satisfying
results in terms of machining time can be achieved.
Tulsyan and Altintas in [43] and also Yang and Yuen in [44] use quintic B-splines with
7 control points in order to achieve G3 continuity. One of the 7 control points is placed at
the corner so that there are four control points on each line of the corner. This arrangement
results in zero curvature and also a zero derivative of curvature at the beginning and at the
end of the smoothing curve. Their method is designed for smoothing corners in a 5-axis
milling machine. Tulsyan and Altintas in [43] use another septic B-spline with 9 control
points for smoothing the orientation.
In all of the references cited above, only line to line transitions have been considered
while in practice, standard part programs are composed of both lines and arcs and therefore
line to arc and arc to arc transitions need to be smoothed as well. However similar to Bezier
curves, B-splines cannot be easily fitted between two arcs or a line and an arc which makes
their application limited to simple line to line transitions.
2.2.4 Pythagorean-Hodograph Curves
Pythagorean-hodograph (PH) curves are another group of curves used for corner smoothing
[45, 46]. Shi et al. in [47] use the method first introduced in [39]. They use a quintic PH
curve which has 6 control points. The second and third control points are merged and also
the fourth and fifth control points are merged to ensure a single curvature extremum on the
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curve. They extract an analytical expression for the maximum curvature of the smoothing
curve.
PH curves have the advantage that their arc length can be calculated analytically for any
value of the curve parameter. However, despite the fact that PH curves have an analytical
arc length, they are not arc length parameterised. As a result again special interpolators are
necessary to process these curves [48, 49]. Moreover, like all of the references discussed so
far, their application is limited to simple line to line corners.
2.2.5 Kinematic Corner Smoothing
Another method of corner smoothing proposed in [50] and [51] by Tajima and Sencer, uses a
single step solution. It should be noted that in most of the algorithms for corner smoothing,
at first a smoothing curve is fitted to replace the corner, and then the smoothed path is
interpolated. In contrast to the common method, Tajima and Sencer propose smoothing the
corner by directly calculating and controlling the jerk, acceleration and velocity when the
toolpath is being interpolated. In [50] they explain their algorithm for a 3-axis machine.
Using the proposed algorithm, the jerk of one of the joints is always at its maximum to ensure
that the transition time is minimised. In [51] they extend their algorithm to a 5-axis case.
Kinematic corner smoothing has the advantage that it utilises the maximum jerk of at
least one of the joints at any given point in time and therefore can minimise the transition
time. However feedrate fluctuations are inherent in this method since each joint is following
its own profile.
2.2.6 Circle Blending
Circle blending method is a smoothing method for converting a series of linear segments to a
G1-continuous or G2-continuous circle spline. In this method a circular arc is fitted to each
three successive points. Then using a blending function which can be linear [52], polynomial
[53, 54] or trigonometric [55, 56], each two successive circular arcs are blended to create a
smooth interpolating curve.
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Wenz in [52] uses a linear blending function to blend two successive circles. The result
is a spline which has only G1-continuity. Szilvasi et al. in [55] propose an improved version
of the method developed by Wenz [52] and use a trigonometric blending function to get a
G2-continuous spline.
Sequin et al. in [56] further improve the circle blending method and propose a method
which can give G2-continuity and also does not have any loops or cusps. In their method
blending is based on the tangential angle instead of the position.
The G2-continuous circle blending method has the advantage of G2-continuity, stability
and robustness. It may also have the potential to be extended and be used for corner smoothing
when arc to arc cases are involved. However similar to polynomial curves, calculating the
arc length can be challenging.
2.2.7 Clothoids
Clothoids have been used in path planning for mobile robots. Shin et al. in [12], use three
clothoids to connect every two successive points while matching the tangential angle and
curvature at both ends. They start from a path consisted of a number of line segments. Then
they estimate the angle and curvature at each point using the circumscribing circle that passes
through each three successive points. Finally they fit a three clothoid spline between each
two points. Since in [12], the intended application is path planning for robots, the deviation
between the original path and the generated path is not limited.
Brezak and Petrovic in [14], use two clothoids for corner smoothing. They study both line
to line and arc to line cases while always assuming zero curvature at one end or both ends.
The reason for this assumption is that robots mainly move on straight lines. Nevertheless,
this assumption is not valid for CNC machines.
Brezak and Petrovic [14] state that using clothoids and anti-clothoids the time optimal
path for a wheeled robot can be generated. To use the solution in a real time application they
store the points of a reference clothoid in a lookup table and then calculate the coordinates of
points on any clothoid by applying transformations like translation, rotation and scaling to
the reference clothoid.
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Brezak and Petrovic study two cases in [14]. One case is the line to line transition where
the curvature at both ends of the transition curve is zero. This case is intended for normal
operation of the robot. The second case is the circle to line transition and is used when a
path re-planning is required. This can happen when something around the robot changes (for
example a new obstacle appears or moves away) and the robot needs to leave the current path
and make a transition to a different path.
For the latter case they discuss three different solutions using one, two or three clothoids.
They first try solving the transition curve problem using one or two clothoids and only if these
attempts fail, they solve the problem using three clothoids which is more computationally
intensive. Circle to circle transitions are not studied in this reference [14].
Clothoids have also been studied in the context of CNC machines although to a lesser
extent in comparison to robotic applications. Yao and Joneja in [57] propose a method to use
a "combination of Archimedean and clothoid spirals" for path smoothing. However like other
cases discussed here, the application of their method is limited to line to line transitions.
Dripke et al. in [58] propose a method to generate a smooth toolpath using clothoids.
Their method is based on [59] and only provides G1-continuity. They also use a relatively
fast approach for calculating Fresnel integrals developed by Mielenz [60, 61].
Atmosudiro et. al in [62] propose a smoothing method for line to arc and arc to arc
transitions. Their method is based on [63] and can limit the maximum curvature of the
generated curve. They use two clothoids for smoothing line to arc transitions and three
clothoids and two arcs to generate a smooth transition curve between two arcs. However, the
application of their proposed method is limited to cases where the angle between the line
and arc or two arcs is smaller than 10 degrees. More importantly, no limit on the deviation
between the smoothed path and the original path has been applied. In other words, using
the method proposed in [62], can result in too much geometric error in the manufactured
part. For example if the operator is willing to accept 100 microns of error in exchange for a
decrease in the cycle time, the smoothing method should guarantee that the deviation between
the smoothed toolpath and the original toolpath is smaller than 100 microns. The method
proposed in [62], cannot guarantee any limits for the introduced deviation.
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Shahzadeh et al. in [2], use clothoids to generate a G2-continuous clothoid spline with
limited deviation from the original toolpath for CNC applications. However, the proposed
method can only handle toolpaths that are symmetrical and G1-continuous. In other words,
similar to the other works referenced in this section, the method in [2], cannot be used to
smooth general line to arc or arc to arc discontinuities.
Clothoids have a number of advantages over other curves for corner smoothing. However
they have not been widely used in CNC applications. The main concern for using clothoids
in CNC applications is the computation intensity [34]. In order to interpolate a clothoid,
calculation of Fresnel integrals is necessary and unfortunately these integrals do not have
a closed form solution. However, Fresnel integrals can be accurately (with error smaller
than 4× 10−8) estimated using a few rational polynomials [64]. A clothoid can also be
interpolated using a look up table in real time applications with limited CPU power [65].
The main advantage of clothoids over other types of curves discussed in this chapter is
that they not only have an analytical arc length, but also the curve parameter is the same as
the arc length. In other words they are arc length parameterised. This feature eliminates the
risk of feedrate fluctuations and makes the interpolation easy and efficient, i.e. no special
interpolators are required. Another important advantage of clothoids is that both arcs and
lines are actually special cases of clothoids as will be later explained in section 3.2. Because
of this feature, clothoids can be more easily used as transition curves between two arcs, two
lines or a line and an arc.
2.3 Summary
The papers reviewed in this chapter can be divided into seven categories based on the type
of the curve or smoothing method that they use. Each category (i.e. each curve type or
smoothing method) has its own advantages and disadvantages. Table 2.1 below summarises
these methods and briefly explains their advantages and disadvantages.
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Table 2.1 Seven categories of smoothing methods proposed in the literature and their ad-
vantages and disadvantages. More information about each method can be found in the
corresponding section (specified in the last column).
References SmoothingMethod Advantages Disadvantages Section
[15, 16, 25–
31]
Polynomial
Curve
Splines
Easy to implement,
Computationally
inexpensive, Can provide
G3 continuity
The curve is not arc length
parameterised and results
in feedrate fluctuations
2.2.1
[34, 36–
38, 40]
Bezier
Curves
Easy to implement,
Computationally
inexpensive
Limited to line to line
transitions, Results in
feedrate fluctuations
2.2.2
[41–44] B-splines
Easy to implement,
Computationally
inexpensive
Limited to line to line
transitions, Results in
feedrate fluctuations
2.2.3
[45–49]
Pythagorean-
Hodograph
Curves
Analytical calculation of
arc length
Limited to line to line
transitions, Requires
special interpolators to
prevent feedrate
fluctuations
2.2.4
[50, 51]
Kinematic
Corner
Smoothing
Optimised jerk values and
minimum transition time
Limited to line to line
transitions, Results in
feedrate fluctuations
2.2.5
[52–56]
Circle
blending
Robust and reliable
Results in feedrate
fluctuations, The
deviation between the
smoothed path and
original toolpath is not
limited
2.2.6
[2, 12, 14,
57–
59, 62, 62–
65]
Clothoids
Arc length parameterised,
Can be used for line to arc
and arc to arc transitions
as well
The methods so far
proposed in the literature
do not limit the deviation
between the smoothed
toolpath and the original
toolpath or are limited to
line to line transitions
2.2.7
2.4 Knowledge Gaps and Main Contributions
The main drawback of using polynomial curves, B-splines or Bezier curves is that for these
curves, the arc length cannot be calculated using an analytical formula. For these curves,
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the arc length can only be estimated by integration [34, 47]. Not having an accurate arc
length results in feedrate fluctuations [66–68]. Special interpolators are needed to decrease
the feedrate fluctuations when using parametric curves. For example [69] and [70] use one
or more 9th degree polynomials as feedrate correction functions to compensate for the lack
of arc length parameterisation. Kinematic corner smoothing methods proposed in [50, 51]
have the same problem.
As mentioned before, PH curves have analytical arc length, yet they are not arc length
parameterised. Consequently special interpolators are still needed to interpolate these curves
[48, 49].
Other than the arc length parameterisation problem, another limitation of the works
referenced above is that they only discuss line to line transitions. However, in practice, part
programs are consisted of both linear and helical (or arc) moves.
Finally in majority of the papers referenced above, only maximum curvature is considered
when calculating the maximum permissible feedrate. Also in some papers, in order to increase
the feedrate, the maximum curvature has been minimised. Nevertheless, in section 4.6 it will
be proved that for calculating the maximum permissible feedrate, the derivative of curvature
(sharpness) is just as important as the curvature itself.
In summary the below four gaps have been identified in the literature. The methods
proposed in this thesis do not have these limitations and therefore can fill these gaps:
1. Arc to line or arc to arc corners cannot be smoothed using the existing methods. Using
the existing methods, only line to line corners can be smoothed while preserving the
accuracy of the toolpath. This thesis however, proposes a corner smoothing method
which can handle arc to line and line to line corners as well.
2. The generated toolpaths are not arc length parameterised. On the contrary, arcs and
lines which are the existing primitive curves processed by CNC machines are arc
length parameterised. This thesis uses clothoids which are arc-length parameterised
and therefore easy to interpolate
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3. In the existing literature, in order to calculate the suitable feedrate, only curvature of
the toolpath has been taken into account. Using only curvature for feedrate calculation
is not enough and the jerk limits of the machine can be exceeded. This thesis in
addition to the curvature of the toolpath, incorporates the derivative of curvature in the
calculations and therefore calculates the correct feedrate.
4. Parametric curves (e.g. Bezier curves or NURBS) cannot be easily processed by CNC
machines. Therefore these curves are approximated by lines and arcs and then fed to
the machine. However, the existing methods can only generate G0 or G1 continuous
approximations. This thesis provides a method to approximate parametric curves with
a series of clothoids with G2 continuity.
Chapter 3
Background Information
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3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, some background information which will be used in the following chapters is
provided. This chapter has two main sections. The first section discusses clothoids and gives
the general equations for a clothoid. Clothoids are used in this thesis for corner smoothing,
spline fitting and also for subdivision of parametric curves.
In the second section of this chapter, equations for calculating velocity, acceleration and
jerk at each of the machine joints are extracted. In these equations, the physical quantities at
the joint level are expressed as functions of the tangential velocity, acceleration and jerk. The
quantities at the joint level also depend on the characteristics of the toolpath, for example
the curvature and sharpness of the toolpath. The derived equations prove that the jerk at
the joint level, cannot be correctly limited without considering the derivative of curvature
(sharpness) along the toolpath. The extracted equations will also be used in the following
chapters to calculate the maximum permissible feedrate based on the machine limits and
toolpath parameters.
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3.2 Clothoids
3.2.1 Introduction
A clothoid (also known as Cornu spiral and Euler spiral [71]) is a curve whose curvature
is a linear function of the curve’s length [72]. Clothoids can be used to provide a smooth
transition between curves with different curvatures. In this section, a simplified representation
of clothoids will be given. Notation used to describe a clothoid is taken from [14].
A sample clothoid is plotted in figure 3.1. In this figure, the blue curve is a clothoid.
Clothoids have been used as transition curves in railroad and highway design to provide a
smooth transition between two curves with different curvature. In figure 3.1, the clothoid
provides a smooth transition between an arc with a radius of 40 mm (the red curve in the
figure) to another arc with radius equal to 20 mm (the green curve in the picture). The
curvature of the clothoid, starts from κs = 140mm = 0.025mm
−1 and linearly increases to
κe = 120mm = 0.2mm
−1. The curvature graph is plotted in figure 3.2. In 3.2 it can be seen that
the curvature of circular arcs (red and green curves) is constant and equals 1radius o f the arc .
The curvature of a clothoid changes linearly with its arc length (the blue curve).
3.2.2 Equations
In a clothoid, according to the definition, the curvature can be expressed as (3.1) where
κ0 = 1/r0 is the initial curvature, c is the rate of change of curvature known as sharpness,
and s is the arc length of the clothoid.
κ(s) = κ0+ cs (3.1)
All other clothoid equations are derived from (3.1). Curvature by definition is the
derivative of the tangential angle θ(s) to the curve length s. Therefore, the equation for θ(s)
can be derived by integrating (3.1) as stated in (3.2).
θ(s) = θ0+
∫ s
0
κ(t)dt = θ0+κ0s+
1
2
cs2 (3.2)
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Figure 3.1 An example for a clothoid (the blue curve) which provides a smooth transition
between two arcs (red and green curves). Figure is taken from [2]. The curvature profile is
plotted in figure 3.2.
In (3.2), θ(s) is the angle that a tangent to the clothoid at arc length equal to s, makes
with the positive direction of the x axis and θ0 is the tangential angle at the start point. Having
the tangential angle θ(s) from (3.2), the equation for unit tangent vector can be derived as in
(3.3) in which, iˆ and jˆ are the unit vectors co-directional with x and y axes respectively.
Tˆ(s) =cos(θ(s))iˆ+ sin(θ(s))jˆ
=cos(θ0+κ0s+
1
2
cs2)iˆ
+sin(θ0+κ0s+
1
2
cs2)jˆ (3.3)
By integrating the right side of equation (3.3), coordinates of any point on a clothoid can
be calculated as given in (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6):
−−→
r(s) = x(s)iˆ+ y(s) jˆ (3.4)
x(s) = x0+
∫ s
0
cos(θ0+κ0t+
1
2
ct2)dt (3.5)
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Figure 3.2 Curvature plot of figure 3.1. The curvature of circular arcs (red and green curves)
is constant and equals 1radius o f the arc . The curvature of a clothoid changes linearly with its
arc length (the blue curve).
y(s) = y0+
∫ s
0
sin(θ0+κ0t+
1
2
ct2)dt (3.6)
In these equations,
−−→
r(s) is the position vector to the end point (or any point corresponding
to arc length equal to s) and (x0, y0) are the coordinates of the start point of the clothoid
segment. The definition below borrowed from [12] is used to simplify the algorithms and
descriptions in the rest of this thesis.
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Definition 1. A posture like P(x,y,κ,θ) is a collection of four parameters which specify the
position (x,y), curvature (κ) and tangential angle (θ ) at a particular point on a shape.
Whenever the start posture of a clothoid is given as P0 = (x0,y0,κ0,θ0), and its arc length
(s) and sharpness (c) are also given, the end posture of the clothoid Pe = (xe,ye,κe,θe) can
be calculated using equations 3.1, 3.2, 3.5 and 3.6.
3.2.3 Relationship Between Clothoids, Arcs and Lines
If in equation 3.1, c is set to zero, a shape with a fixed curvature equal to κ0 = 1/r0 will be
defined. Such a shape is actually a circular arc with a radius of r0. Moreover if both c and κ0
are set to zero in 3.1, a shape with arc length equal to s and zero sharpness and zero curvature
will be defined. Such a shape is a simple line segment. In other words both circular arcs and
line segments are special cases of clothoids. This highlights one of the main advantages of
clothoids over other types of curves for path smoothing. Since clothoids are a more general
form of both lines and arcs, they can be used to provide transition curves between two lines,
two arcs, or a line and arc by smoothly blending into the original shapes.
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3.3 Joint Space Quantities
3.3.1 Introduction
One of the main tasks of a robot or CNC controller is to generate a speed profile with limited
acceleration and jerk along the path. Two main types of speed profiles are widely used in the
industry: Trapezoidal speed profile and Jerk limited speed profile. These two speed profiles
are plotted in figure 3.3.
All modern CNC controllers use the jerk limited speed profile also known as s-curve
speed profile. With limited jerk, there will be less vibration on the machine which results in
increased accuracy and durability of the machine or more stability for a wheeled robot.
The plots in figure 3.3, show the path velocity, path acceleration and path jerk graphs.
However, each joint involved in the move has its own velocity, acceleration and jerk. In this
section the relationship between joint space quantities and path quantities will be explained
and equations which are needed in other chapters of this work will be derived.
3.3.2 General Equations
Equation 3.7 below, shows the relationship between path velocity (v) and the velocity of joint
i, denoted by vi:
vi =
d pi
dt
=
ds
dt
× d pi
ds
= v× d pi
ds
(3.7)
In equation 3.7, pi is the position of the i th joint, vi is its velocity, t denotes time, s is the
arc length and v = dsdt is the tangential velocity along the path (path velocity). According
to this equation the velocity of each joint, depends on the path velocity, the geometry of
the toolpath and the current position of the machine. Later in this section an example for a
circular arc will be given to better clarify the meaning of the equations.
By taking the derivative of equation 3.7 with respect to time, the equation for acceleration
can be inferred:
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(a) Trapezoidal speed profile. The feedrate (or
speed) increases linearly from zero to maxi-
mum feedrate and decreases from maximum
to zero at the end of the move. The main
drawback is infinite (in practice very large)
jerk spikes
(b) S-curve or jerk limited speed profile. This
speed profile is used in modern robots and
CNC controllers since it provides a smoother
movement
Figure 3.3 Two main types of motion profiles used in the industry (Figure is taken from [2]).
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ai =
dvi
dt
=
dv
dt
× d pi
ds
+ v× d
dt
d pi
ds
=a× d pi
ds
+ v× ds
dt
× d
ds
d pi
ds
=a× d pi
ds
+ v2× d
2 pi
ds2
(3.8)
In equation 3.8, ai =
d2 pi
dt2 is the acceleration of joint i and a =
d2s
dt2 is the path acceleration.
Taking the derivative of equation 3.8 will give the equation for jerk:
ji =
dai
dt
=
da
dt
× d pi
ds
+a× d
dt
d pi
ds
+2× v×a× d
2 pi
ds2
+ v2× d
dt
d2 pi
ds2
= j× d pi
ds
+a× ds
dt
× d
ds
d pi
ds
+2× v×a× d
2 pi
ds2
+ v2× ds
dt
d
ds
d2 pi
ds2
= j× d pi
ds
+3× v×a× d
2 pi
ds2
+ v3× d
3 pi
ds3
(3.9)
In 3.9, ji =
d3 pi
dt3 is the jerk of the i
th joint and j = d
3s
dt3 is the path jerk.
3.3.3 Joint Space Quantities for a Linear Move
Equations 3.7 to 3.9 can be applied to any kind of move including lines. Consider a line
segment starting at (x0,y0) that makes an angle denoted by θ0 with the positive direction of
the x axis. The two equations below describe such a line.
x(s) =x0+ s× cos(θ0) (3.10)
y(s) =y0+ s× sin(θ0) (3.11)
In 3.10 and 3.11, s denotes the distance from the starting point (x0, y0). First, second and
third derivatives of x and y in respect to s are calculated below:
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dx
ds
=cos(θ0) (3.12)
d2x
ds2
=0 (3.13)
d3x
ds3
=0 (3.14)
dy
ds
=sin(θ0) (3.15)
d2y
ds2
=0 (3.16)
d3y
ds3
=0 (3.17)
It can be seen that for a linear move, only the first derivative is non-zero. Substituting the
derivative terms in equations 3.7 to 3.9 will give the equations for velocity, acceleration and
jerk on a line:
vx =v× cos(θ0) (3.18)
vy =v× sin(θ0) (3.19)
ax =a× cos(θ0) (3.20)
ay =a× sin(θ0) (3.21)
jx = j× cos(θ0) (3.22)
jy = j× sin(θ0) (3.23)
3.3.4 Joint Space Quantities for an Arc Move
Consider an arc starting at (x0,y0), with a radius of r0 and curvature of κ0 = 1r0 whose tangent
line at (x0,y0), makes an angle equal to θ0 with the positive direction of the x axis. The two
equations below describe this arc:
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x =x0+
sin(θ0+κ0× s)− sin(θ0)
κ0
(3.24)
y =y0− cos(θ0+κ0× s)− cos(θ0)κ0 (3.25)
In these equations, s is the arc length which is the distance from (x0,y0) when moving on
the arc. To use equations 3.7 to 3.9 and derive equations for the velocity, acceleration and
jerk of x and y joints, first the derivatives of x and y with respect to the arc length should be
calculated:
dx
ds
=cos(θ0+κ0× s) (3.26)
d2x
ds2
=−κ0× sin(θ0+κ0× s) (3.27)
d3x
ds3
=−κ02× cos(θ0+κ0× s) (3.28)
dy
ds
=sin(θ0+κ0× s) (3.29)
d2y
ds2
=κ0× cos(θ0+κ0× s) (3.30)
d3y
ds3
=−κ02× sin(θ0+κ0× s) (3.31)
Velocities of x and y joints can be calculated from 3.7 when d pids is substituted from 3.26
and 3.29:
vx =v× cos(θ0+κ0× s) (3.32)
vy =v× sin(θ0+κ0× s) (3.33)
To calculate the accelerations of x and y joints, the first and second derivatives in 3.8 are
replaced from 3.26, 3.27, 3.29, 3.30:
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ax =a× cos(θ0+κ0× s)− v2×κ0× sin(θ0+κ0× s) (3.34)
ay =a× sin(θ0+κ0× s)+ v2×κ0× cos(θ0+κ0× s) (3.35)
Equations 3.34 and 3.35 show that even when the path acceleration is zero (when moving
with constant feedrate), joints x and y can have non-zero accelerations. The vector summation
of these accelerations is equal to v
2
r with a direction perpendicular to the tangent velocity.
This acceleration is known as the radial acceleration.
To derive the equations for jerk values of each joint, first, second and third derivatives in
3.7 to 3.9 should be replaced from 3.26 to 3.31:
jx = j× cos(θ0+κ0× s) (3.36)
−3×a× v×κ0× sin(θ0+κ0× s)
−v3×κ02× cos(θ0+κ0× s)
jy = j× sin(θ0+κ0× s) (3.37)
+3×a× v×κ0× cos(θ0+κ0× s)
−v3×κ02× sin(θ0+κ0× s)
Equations (3.36) and (3.37), show that there are three components making up the total
jerk on a circle.
1. Jerk due to tangential jerk ( j): which can be in the same direction of tangential velocity,
v, when the acceleration is increasing or in the opposite direction of it, when the
acceleration is decreasing.
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2. Jerk due to tangential acceleration (a): The second component in (3.36) and (3.37),
shows a jerk vector which is in the same direction as the radial acceleration (when
a > 0) or in the opposite direction of radial acceleration (when a < 0). The size of this
component is 3×a× v.
3. Jerk due to tangential velocity (v): This jerk component is always in the opposite
direction of movement and its magnitude is equal to v
3
r2 .
3.3.5 Joint Space Quantities for a Clothoid Move
Similar to the case of line moves and arc moves, the analysis begins with the equations for x
and y joint positions. These equations were given in the previous section (3.5 and 3.6) and
are repeated here for convenience:
x(s) = x0+
∫ s
0
cos(θ0+κ0t+
1
2
ct2)dt (3.38)
y(s) = y0+
∫ s
0
sin(θ0+κ0t+
1
2
ct2)dt (3.39)
Calculating the derivatives gives:
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dx
ds
=cos(θ0+κ0s+
1
2
cs2) (3.40)
d2x
ds2
=− (κ0+ cs)× sin(θ0+κ0s+ 12cs
2) (3.41)
d3x
ds3
=− (κ0+ cs)2× cos(θ0+κ0s+ 12cs
2) (3.42)
− c× sin(θ0+κ0s+ 12cs
2)
dy
ds
=sin(θ0+κ0s+
1
2
cs2) (3.43)
d2y
ds2
=(κ0+ cs)× cos(θ0+κ0s+ 12cs
2) (3.44)
d3y
ds3
=− (κ0+ cs)2× sin(θ0+κ0s+ 12cs
2) (3.45)
+ c× cos(θ0+κ0s+ 12cs
2)
To simplify the equations, we will use θ(s) = θ0+κ0s+ 12cs
2 and κ(s) = κ0+cs resulting
in the more concise form of equations 3.40 to 3.45:
dx
ds
=cosθ(s) (3.46)
d2x
ds2
=−κ(s)× sinθ(s) (3.47)
d3x
ds3
=−κ(s)2× cosθ(s)− c× sinθ(s) (3.48)
dy
ds
=sinθ(s) (3.49)
d2y
ds2
=κ(s)× cosθ(s) (3.50)
d3y
ds3
=−κ(s)2× sinθ(s)+ c× cosθ(s) (3.51)
Replacing the derivatives in 3.7 gives the following equations for the velocity of each
joint when moving on a clothoid:
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vx =v× cosθ(s) (3.52)
vy =v× sinθ(s) (3.53)
Similarly for acceleration substituting the derivatives in 3.8 from 3.46 to 3.51 gives:
ax =a× cosθ(s)+ v2×−κ(s)× sinθ(s) (3.54)
ay =a× sinθ(s)+ v2×+κ(s)× cosθ(s) (3.55)
It is evident from equations 3.54 and 3.55 that the total acceleration on a clothoid is
comprised of two components: the tangential acceleration and a radial acceleration which
its magnitude is equal to κ(s)× v2. Therefore the acceleration on a clothoid is similar to
the acceleration on an arc, except for the fact that the curvature is changing on the clothoid
whereas it is constant on a circular arc.
Finally substituting the derivatives from 3.46 to 3.51 in 3.9, will result in the equations
for jx and jy:
jx = j× cosθ(s)
−3× v×a×κ(s)× sinθ(s)
−v3×κ(s)2× cosθ(s)
−c× v3× sinθ(s) (3.56)
jy = j× sinθ(s)
+3× v×a×κ(s)× cosθ(s)
−v3×κ(s)2× sinθ(s)
+c× v3× cosθ(s) (3.57)
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If in equations 3.56 and 3.57, constant velocity is assumed which means a = 0 and j = 0,
maximum jerk magnitude due to the path velocity will be:
max( jx, jy) =
√
κ(s)4+ c2 (3.58)
Equations derived in this section will be used in the rest of the thesis to calculate maximum
permissible feedrate values that do not result in jerk or acceleration values higher than the
machine limits.
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3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter the equations for calculating the position on a clothoid based on the arc length
were presented. The equations for clothoids were derived based on the definition of the
clothoid and the fact that the curvature on a clothoid is a linear function of the arc length.
In another section of this chapter, equations for calculating velocity, acceleration and
jerk at each joint of the machine were derived. The equations were extracted for lines, arcs
and clothoids. It was proved that contrary to the assumption used in some of the references
reviewed in chapter 2, the maximum jerk at machine joints depends not only on the curvature
but also on the derivative of curvature (i.e. sharpness). Using the equations presented in
this chapter, in the following chapters, a formula for calculating the maximum permissible
feedrate based on machine limits, the curvature, and the sharpness of the toolpath will be
derived.
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4.1 Introduction
Standard part programs processed by CNC controllers, define toolpaths which are composed
of several lines and arcs [73–75]. At each line to line, line to arc or arc to arc transition,
careful considerations are required to ensure that the physical limits of the machine are not
exceeded. For example when the machine is moving at a constant feedrate, at the point where
two successive non-tangent linear moves meet, there will be a sudden change in the velocity
of the participating joints. Therefore, the controller has to foresee these transition points and
reduce the path velocity to limit the side effects of a step change in the velocity. Similarly
at line to arc and arc to arc transitions, even when the two moves are completely tangent,
curvature discontinuities have to be addressed. Any discontinuity in the curvature results in
a step change in acceleration and consequently in a jerk spike which can have detrimental
effects on the quality of cut.
The same issue needs to be addressed in path planning for mobile robots and also in
highway and railway design. The problem can be explained in a more tangible way in the
context of wheeled vehicles. Imagine a car which is being driven on a road. For moving
on a straight line, the angle of the front wheels with the chassis of the car needs to be zero.
However for turning on a circular bend with a radius equal to 15 metres, for a typical car, the
angle of the front wheels has to be about 10 degrees. In a non-standard road where a straight
line segment is immediately followed by a circular bend, the driver will have to change
the angle of the front wheels from zero to 10 degrees instantaneously which is physically
impossible. So in order to follow the road, the car has to stop, reorient its front wheels and
start moving again [13]. To prevent cases like the given example, smoothing curves like
clothoids are used in highway and railway design. The role of the smoothing curves is to
prevent sudden changes in the curvature and to eliminate curvature discontinuities.
In the case of CNC machines, there are two modes of operation known as “Exact Stop
Mode” and “Continuous Mode” [73–75]. In the “Exact Stop Mode”, discontinuities in the
toolpath do not make any difference in the overall performance. The reason is that in this
mode, the machine stops after each move and before starting the next move. However in the
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“Continuous Mode”, in order to have a jerk-limited smooth movement, planning a curvature
continuous path without any discontinuities in curvature or tangential angle is necessary.
As mentioned before, the same problem has been studied for mobile robots [11–14]
and autonomous vehicles [15–19, 21]. However, CNC applications have an important
additional requirement that needs to be considered in path smoothing. In these applications,
the accuracy of the travelled path has to be maintained. To satisfy this requirement, the
deviation introduced by the smoothing algorithm has to be limited. In other words the
maximum distance between the smoothed path and the original path should be within a
specified tolerance.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 4.2 the problem that this
research is trying to solve is outlined using a sample part program. Section 4.3, introduces
biclothoid fillets which are the fillets used for corner smoothing in this research. Methods
and algorithms used for fitting biclothoid fillets at line to line, line to arc or arc to arc
transitions are explained in section 4.4. Section 4.5 covers the methods used in this work for
measuring and limiting the maximum distance between the smoothed path and the original
path. Formulas for calculating the maximum acceleration and jerk when moving on a clothoid
and the maximum permissible velocity are given in section 4.6. This section is followed by a
case study in section 4.7. In section 4.8, the proposed method is compared with the method
from [36]. Finally section 4.9, concludes the chapter.
4.2 Problem Statement
To explain the problem that this work is trying to solve, a sample toolpath will be investigated
in this section. Consider the part program presented in listing 4.1 below.
Listing 4.1 The part program used for experiments in this chapter. The colours match those
of figure 4.1 (the toolpath).
G90
F10000
G2X -10 Y10R10 (red)
G1Y50 (black)
G2X0Y60R10 (blue)
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G2X0Y0R30 .01 (green)
The toolpath corresponding to this part program is plotted in figure 4.1. This closed
toolpath (OABCO in figure 4.1) starts from the origin and ends at the same point. The colours
in the figure match those specified in the G-code program. It should be noted that in G-code
language, G1 commands, specify linear moves, while G2 commands stand for clockwise
circular arc moves [76].
The toolpath in figure 4.1 may look very smooth to the eye. However there are three
discontinuities in this toolpath. The first discontinuity is at point A where the transition is
made from the red arc to the black line. The curvature of the red arc is 0.1 mm−1 (the radius
of the arc is 10 mm thus the curvature is 110 mm) while the curvature of the black line is zero.
As a result there is a curvature discontinuity at point A where these two moves meet. A
similar discontinuity exists at point B between the black line and the blue arc. However the
worst case of discontinuity happens at point C (the transition from the blue arc to the green
arc following it). Not only the radius changes from 10 mm to 30.01 mm, but also there is a
1.48◦ angle between the two arcs.
The part program from listing 4.1 was given to a 3 axis CNC laser cutting machine
controlled by an AMC5 ANCA Motion CNC controller [77]. Jerk limit was set to 200000 mms3
and acceleration limit set to 9800 mms2 (1.0g). At the first experiment, transition jerk limiting
functionality was disabled on the machine. The resulting acceleration profiles for axes X and
Y are plotted in figure 4.2.
Examining the plots in figure 4.2 it can be seen that at the points A and B on the plot,
which correspond to the points with the same names in figure 4.1, the acceleration of the x
axis has sudden changes. The cause of this jump in acceleration, is the curvature discontinuity
when going from an arc to a line (at point A), or when going from a line to an arc (point
B). At point C, due to discontinuity in both the tangential angle and the curvature, a bigger
acceleration jump can be observed for the Y axis.
The sudden changes in the acceleration translate to big jerk spikes as the plot in figure
4.3 shows. While the jerk limits for the joints x and Y of the machine were set to 200000 mms3 ,
huge jerk spikes greater than 10 times the limit are generated due to discontinuities. These
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Figure 4.1 The toolpath generated by executing the part program in listing 4.1.
jerk spikes result in severe vibrations on the machine. In the experiment, clunking sounds
could be heard at points A, B and C of the toolpath (refer to figure 4.1).
Modern CNC controllers have a mechanism to prevent these jerk spikes. The method that
is currently in use in the industry is to slow down at these points so that the generated jerk is
within the limits that the machine can deliver. In the second experiment the same toolpath
was given to the machine with the transition jerk limiting functionality turned on. This time
the jerk spikes were not observed and the machine seemed to be moving smoothly with no
unusual noise. However there was a considerable increase in the cycle time. The cycle time
increased from 1s to 1.2s which shows a 20% increase. Cycle time increase can be even
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Figure 4.2 Acceleration of the X and Y axes when moving on the toolpath given in figure 4.1.
A, B and C marked on the plot correspond to the same points in figure 4.1.
more prominent in cases where there are many discontinuities in the toolpath. The feedrate
profile when the transition jerk limiting functionality is turned on, is depicted in figure 4.4.
In this figure it can be seen that the machine has to slow down before the transition points in
order to limit the magnitude of the jerk spikes.
Part programs generated by CAD-CAM software, are rarely curvature continuous and as a
result cases like the sample toolpath portrayed in figure 4.1 are quite common in the industry.
Consequently to prevent the machine from slowing down at the points of discontinuity or
imposing severe jerk spikes on the joints, an algorithm is required to convert any given
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Figure 4.3 Jerk of the X and Y axes when moving on the toolpath given in figure 4.1.
path to a smooth curvature-continuous path. Ideally the new path should have a number of
characteristics:
a. G2-continuity: The generated path should be G2-continuous. In other words there
should be no discontinuities in the tangential angle or the curvature of the path at any
point.
b. Bounded maximum error: The maximum distance between the modified path and the
original path, should not exceed a specified tolerance. A machine operator or a G-code
programmer should be able to set this tolerance to any desirably small value.
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Figure 4.4 Path velocity when moving on the toolpath given in figure 4.1. The machine has
to slow down before the transition points to limit the magnitude of the jerk spikes.
c. Analytical arc length formula: Arc length of the path at any point should be analytically
formulated. This property is essential for speed profile generation and for preventing
feedrate fluctuations [78].
d. Arc length parameterisation: Having the travelled arc length, next point on the curve
should be easily calculable. This will facilitate interpolation calculations.
e. Minimum curvature change: It will be proved in following sections that the centripetal
jerk is proportional to the rate of change of curvature (known as sharpness). Conse-
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quently, having a smaller sharpness will permit higher feedrates to be achieved by the
machine without exceeding jerk limits.
This chapter proposes a method which satisfies all of the above criteria. It will be
demonstrated that the generated path can be processed by the machine with a higher average
feedrate without violating jerk or acceleration limits of the machine.
4.3 Bi-Clothoids
Definition 2. A biclothoid is a curve consisting of two back to back connected clothoids
where the second clothoid’s sharpness is the opposite of the sharpness of the first one.
Equations 4.1 and 4.2 reflect definition 2 above:
c1 =−c2 (4.1)
s1+ s2 = sBC (4.2)
The biclothoid is consisted of two clothoids, namely clothoid 1 and clothoid 2. In these
equations, c1 and c2 are the sharpness values and s1 and s2 are the arc lengths of clothoids
1 and 2 respectively. Also sBC stands for the arc length of the biclothoid. Using equations
3.1 and 3.2 for each of the back to back connected clothoids that constitute a biclothoid and
combining them with 4.1, equations 4.3 and 4.4 below can be extracted for the curvature and
tangential angle at the end of a biclothoid.
κe = κ0+ c1(s1− s2) (4.3)
θe = θ0+κ0(s1+ s2)+
1
2
c1(s12− s22+2s1s2) (4.4)
Combining equations 4.1 to 4.4 and solving for s1, s2, c1 and c2 gives the equations
below.
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∆θ = θe−θ0
SQ = ∆θ 2−∆θsBC(κ0+κe)+ s
2
BC
2
(κ02+κe2)
s1 =
∆θ −κesBC−
√
SQ
κ0−κe (4.5)
s2 = sBC− s1 (4.6)
c1 =
κe−κ0
s1− s2 (4.7)
c2 =−c1 (4.8)
According to equations 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8, a biclothoid can be fully determined if
its total length (sBC), start posture (P0 = (x0,y0,κ0,θ0)) and curvature and angle at its end
point (κe, θe) are given. After determining the biclothoid, coordinates of its end point can be
calculated easily by applying equations 3.5 and 3.6 to each of the back to back clothoids.
As an example, assume that x0 = 0, y0 = 0, κ0 = 0.1, θ0 = π4 , are given as the start posture
of the biclothoid and κe = 0.2, θe = 3π4 are given for the curvature and angle at the end of
the biclothoid, and the length of the biclothoid is set to sBC = 10mm. Using equations 4.5,
4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 will give c1 = 0.012 1mm2 , c2 =−0.012 1mm2 , s1 = 9.34mm and s2 = 0.66mm.
Consequently equations 3.5 and 3.6 will give (0.88,8.95) as the end point of the biclothoid.
4.4 Fitting Biclothoids
The problem that this research is trying to solve is to fit a biclothoid between two successive
shapes like Q1(t)and Q2(t) where (0 <= t <= 1). It is assumed that Q1 and Q2 are connected
with only G0-continuity or G1-continuity. Therefore, there is a tangential angle discontinuity
or a curvature discontinuity at their junction point. Q1 and Q2 can be either both lines, or
both arcs or one arc and one line.
The start point of the biclothoid will be on Q1 and its end point will reside on Q2. The
biclothoid has G2-continuity with both Q1 and Q2 which means that the tangential angle
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Algorithm 1: The algorithm used for finding a biclothoid that starts at Q1(t1∗),
ends at a point on Q2 and has G2-continuity with both shapes.
Input :(Q1, Q2, t1∗): Q1 and Q2 define the first and the second shapes respectively.
These shapes can be either two lines, two arcs, or an arc and a line, t1∗:
Specifies a point on Q1 where the biclothoid starts.
Output :(c1,c2,s1,s2): The biclothoid fillet that starts at Q1(t1∗).
1 Function BICLOTHOID (Q1,Q2, t1∗)
2 ε ← 1e−5
3 (x0∗,y0∗,κ0∗,θ0∗)← Q1(t1∗)
4 sBC ← Length of Q2
5 t2 ← (1.0− t1∗)× (Length of Q1)/(Length of Q2)
6 repeat
7 (xe∗,ye∗,κe∗,θe∗)← Q2(t2)
8 Substitute x0∗, y0∗, κ0∗, θ0∗, κe∗, θe∗ and sBC in equations 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 and
4.8 and calculate s1, s2, c1 and c2
9 Calculate xe and ye using equations 3.5 and 3.6
10 f1 ← xe− xe∗
11 f2 ← ye− ye∗
12 Repeat steps 7 to 11 using sBC + ε and t2+ ε and calculate partial derivatives:
13
∂ f1
∂ sBC
← f1(sBC+ε,t2)− f1(sBC,t2)ε
14
∂ f2
∂ sBC
← f2(sBC+ε,t2)− f2(sBC,t2)ε
15
∂ f1
∂ t2
← f1(sBC,t2+ε)− f1(sBC,t2)ε
16
∂ f2
∂ t2
← f2(sBC,t2+ε)− f2(sBC,t2)ε
17 J ←
[ ∂ f1
∂ sBC
∂ f1
∂ t2
∂ f2
∂ sBC
∂ f2
∂ t2
]
18
[
sBC
t2
]
← J−1
[
f1(sBC, t2)
f2(sBC, t2)
]
19 until Abs( f1)< ε and Abs( f2)< ε
20 return (c1,c2,s1,s2)
21 end
and the curvature of the biclothoid at its start point are equal to the tangential angle and
curvature of Q1. The same is true for the end point of the biclothoid where it joins Q2 with
G2-continuity. Without loss of generality it is assumed that the arc length of Q2 is greater
than or equal to the arc length of Q1 and the curvature of Q2 is smaller than or equal to the
curvature of Q1. These two assumptions do not add any restrictions to the problem: if Q1 is
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longer than Q2, then part of Q1 can be cut away to make the lengths equal, and if Q2 has a
greater curvature than Q1, the two shapes can be simply swapped.
In the case where both shapes are line segments, analytical solutions for fitting biclothoids
exist. An analytic algorithm for fitting biclothoids when both Q1 and Q2 are line segments is
proposed in [14]. However, when one or both shapes are arcs, a different method is needed.
Algorithm 1 is used to fit a biclothoid between a given point on Q1 and Q2. The algorithm
uses Newton method to first find the length of the biclothoid (sBC) and the parameter value
(t2) for Q2 at the point where the biclothoid and Q2 join. It then uses the calculated values
for sBC and t2 to determine other parameters of the biclothoid. For example BICLOTHOID(Q1,
Q2, 0.5) returns the biclothoid that starts at the middle of Q1 and joins Q1 and Q2 with curvature
continuity.
4.5 Limiting the Deviation
In this section the method used for measuring and limiting the deviation between the fitted curve and
the original toolpath is explained.
As mentioned earlier, in a CNC application, having a high accuracy is crucial. Fitting biclothoids
at discontinuity points results in a new toolpath which will have some distance with the original
toolpath. In order to satisfy the accuracy requirements, the distance between each of the fitted
biclothoids and the original toolpath has to be limited to a specified tolerance. The first step in limiting
this deviation is measuring it. Next subsection explains the method used for measuring the deviation.
4.5.1 Measuring the Deviation
The maximum deviation of the fitted biclothoid from the original path can be defined as directed
Hausdorff distance. Directed Hausdorff distance from curve U to curve V is defined in equation 4.9
below [79]. Hausdorff distance is the maximum distance between any point on the curve U from its
closest point on curve V .
H(U,V ) = max
∀A∈U
min
∀B∈V
||A,B|| (4.9)
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In [14], it has been proved that when both shapes are lines, the fillet will be symmetrical in respect
to the bisector of the corner. In this case, the distance between the two paths can be easily calculated
by finding the distance between the corner and the middle point of the fillet[14]. However when
one or both of the shapes are arcs, in order to calculate the accurate Hausdorff distance, two nested
numerical solvers should be used. In figure 4.5, for each point like A1 on the original toolpath (curve
U), the closest point on the modified toolpath (V ), is a point like B1. This point can be found using a
numerical method like false position minimisation algorithm. This minimum distance is represented
in equation 4.9 as min
∀B∈V
||A,B||. For every point on U , the minimum distance with V can be calculated
as explained. Figure 4.6, shows these minimum values for 100 points along curve U in figure 4.5.
Maximum deviation between U and V is the largest minimum distance in figure 4.6. False position
maximisation algorithm or any other numerical solver can again be used to find the maximum. In
figure 4.5, the maximum distance happens at point Am on U . The closest point on V to Am is Bm and
||Am,Bm|| which is the maximum deviation between U and V , equals 1.59 mm.
4.5.2 Decreasing the Deviation
If it turns out that the distance between the fitted biclothoid and the original toolpath is greater than
the specified tolerance, in order to maintain the cutting accuracy, the distance has to be reduced. In
order to reduce the distance, it is sufficient to move the start point of the biclothoid closer to the point
of discontinuity on the original toolpath. Figure 4.7, shows an example. The point of discontinuity in
the original toolpath is marked as D. When the biclothoid starts at point S1, the maximum deviation is
1.59 mm. When the start point of the biclothoid moves to S2 which is closer to D, maximum deviation
decreases to 0.63 mm.
Again if both shapes are lines, analytical methods from [14] can be used to easily find a solution
which satisfies tolerance requirements. However for the cases that one of the shapes is an arc,
algorithm 2 is used to limit the deviation. This algorithm uses false position method to find the start
point of the biclothoid so that the deviation is limited to the given tolerance. In practice, in most of
the cases the deviation is so small that no re-fitting is required.
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Algorithm 2: The algorithm used for finding a biclothoid that starts at a point
on Q1, ends at a point on Q2 and has G2-continuity with both shapes so that the
deviation between the biclothoid and the toolpath composed of Q1 and Q2 is smaller
than tol.
Input :(Q1, Q2, tol): Q1 and Q2 define the first shape and the second shape
respectively. These shapes can be either two lines, two arcs, or an arc and a
line, tol: The maximum permissible distance between the fitted biclothoid
and the original toolpath consisted of Q1 and Q2.
Output :(c1,c2,s1,s2): The biclothoid fillet with limited deviation from the original
toolpath.
1 Function BICLOTHOIDWITHTOLERANCE (Q1,Q2, tol)
2 (c1,c2,s1,s2)← BICLOTHOID(Q1,Q2,0.0)
3 d ← distance between Q1, Q2 and the biclothoid (c1,c2,s1,s2)
4 if (d < tol) then
5 return (c1,c2,s1,s2)
6 end
7 ε ← 0.01× tol
8 t1 ← 0.0
9 t2 ← 1.0
10 y1 ← d− tol
11 y2 ← 0.0
12 repeat
13 t3 =
t1y2−t2y1
y2−y1
14 (c1,c2,s1,s2)← BICLOTHOID(Q1,Q2, t3)
15 d ← distance between Q1, Q2 and the biclothoid (c1,c2,s1,s2)
16 y3 ← d− tol
17 if (y3× y1 > 0) then
18 y1 = y3
19 t1 = t3
20 else
21 y2 = y3
22 t2 = t3
23 end
24 until (y3 < ε)
25 return (c1,c2,s1,s2)
26 end
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Figure 4.5 Measuring the distance between the original toolpath (U : black and blue arcs) and
the fitted biclothoid (V : red curve). A1 and A2 are arbitrary points on U and B1 and B2 are
the closest points to them which reside on V . Maximum distance takes place at Am which is
1.59mm away from Bm. Bm is the closest point on V to Am.
4.5.3 Robustness and Speed
In order to assess the robustness and speed of the proposed method, an extensive test was carried out.
For line to line corners, angles from 0.00001 degrees to 150.00000 degrees with steps of 0.000001
degrees were examined. Also a wide range of line to arc and arc to arc cases, with arc radii ranging
from 0.1 mm to 1000 mm and angles ranging from 0 to 150 degrees were tested. Overall, more than
10 million different cases were tested and the algorithm converged in all of the tests. Six of these cases
are portrayed in figure 4.8 to show some examples of the different cases that have been examined.
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Figure 4.6 Deviation between the original toolpath and the biclothoid in figure 4.5. A1, B1,
A2, B2, Am and Bm correspond to the same points in figure 4.5. The horizontal axis, shows
the arc length as a percentage of the total length of the original toolpath and the vertical axis
shows the deviation.
Using a computer with a dual-core CPU running at a clock rate of 2.4 GHz, the average fitting
time for line to line corners was only 5 microseconds. For line to arc and arc to arc cases the average
fitting time was 42 microseconds. Although the fillet fitting time for arc to arc transitions is longer than
the simpler case of line to line transitions, it is still small enough for using in real time applications.
For fitting time measurements, an ordinary desktop computer was used. Nevertheless, new
generations of CNC controllers are equipped with powerful processors on par with the one that was
used for the measurements. For example, Sinumerik 840D manufactured by Siemens, takes advantage
of a multi-core CPU with a clock rate up to 2.4 GHz [80]. As another example, the CNC controller
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Figure 4.7 Limiting the deviation. By moving the start point of the biclothoid from S1 to S2,
maximum distance between the two paths decreases from 1.59mm to 0.63mm.
that was used for machining trials reported in section 4.7, has a quad-core CPU with a clock frequency
of 2.3 GHz [77]. It should also be noted that the fitting algorithm needs to run only once for each
discontinuity. Therefore, the computational burden of the smoothing algorithm will be minimal.
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Figure 4.8 Examples of biclothoid fillets. In all 6 cases, the deviation between the original
toolpath and the fillet is limited to 0.5 mm. (a) Arc to arc with acute angle (b) Arc to arc with
acute angle and change of curvature sign (c) Line to line with acute angle (d) Arc to arc with
obtuse angle (e) Line to line with obtuse angle (f) Arc to line with obtuse angle.
4.6 Maximum Velocity on Biclothoid Fillets
In this section, the maximum permissible velocity when moving on a clothoid will be calculated. For
a more detailed discussion refer to section 3.3 in chapter 3. It should be noted that moving on any
path which is not linear, like a circle or a clothoid, requires some non-zero acceleration and jerk to be
applied by the axes involved in the move. Assuming constant tangential velocity (path velocity), in
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the case of a circle, it can be proved that the maximum acceleration and jerk of each of the involved
axes, can be calculated from equations 4.10 and 4.11 respectively.
amax =
v2
r
= κ× v2 (4.10)
jmax =
v3
r2
= κ2× v3 (4.11)
In these equations, v is the path velocity, κ = 1r denotes the curvature and amax and jmax, show
the maximum acceleration and jerk that will be generated on each of the involved axes respectively.
These equations show that even when the path velocity v is fixed, the motors which are moving the
machine, will have to apply potentially large acceleration and jerks to the attached axes in order to
move the machine on a circle. Since the maximum acceleration and jerk that motors on each axis can
generate is limited, path velocity should be limited accordingly. Equations 4.12 and 4.13 can be used
to calculate the maximum velocity for a full circle.
v1 =
√
alim× r =
√
alim
κ
(4.12)
v2 =
3
√
jlim× r2 = 3
√
jlim
κ2
(4.13)
The maximum path velocity that can be applied will be min(v1,v2) where v1 and v2 are calculated
using equations 4.12 and 4.13 above. In these equations, alim and jlim denote the acceleration and jerk
limits that should be adhered to. These velocity limits should be calculated and applied before starting
to move to ensure operating within the limits of the axes. In the rest of this section, similar equations
will be derived for clothoids. Since a circular arc is a special case of a clothoid, the equations presented
above will be proved in the process as well.
Starting from equation 3.5, the velocity of the x axis can be derived as equation 4.14.
vx(s) =
dx(s)
dt
=
ds
dt
× dx(s)
ds
=v× cos(θ0+κ0s+ 12cs
2) (4.14)
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In this equation, vx(s) denotes the velocity of the x axis at each point on the clothoid, v is the path
velocity, and θ0, κ0, c and s have the same meaning as in equation 3.5.
Assuming constant tangential velocity, taking the derivative of equation 4.14, will give the
acceleration of the x axis in equation 4.15.
ax(s) =
dvx(s)
dt
=
ds
dt
× dvx(s)
ds
=− v2× (cs+κ0)× sin(θ0+κ0s+ 12cs
2) (4.15)
Finally taking the derivative once again, gives equation 4.16 for the jerk of the x axis when moving
on a clothoid.
jx(s) =
dax(s)
dt
=
ds
dt
× dax(s)
ds
=− v3× c× sin(θ0+κ0s+ 12cs
2)
−v3× (cs+κ0)2× cos(θ0+κ0s+ 12cs
2) (4.16)
Similar equations can be extracted for the Y axis. The equation for jerk in 4.16 has two components.
The first component (−v3×c× sin(θ0+κ0s+ 12 cs2)) makes a right angle with the unit tangent vector
and is known as centripetal jerk [81, 82]. It is evident that this component is directly proportional to
the derivative of curvature (sharpness) denoted by c in the equation.
In equations 4.15 and 4.16, The maximum values for ax and jx depend on several factors. In
order to simplify the equations and derive a limit that works in all situations, a clothoid which covers
360 degrees (like a full circle but with potentially variable radius), and its curvature varies from
κ0 to κe = cs+κ0 with a maximum curvature of κmax = max(κ0,κe) can be assumed. Using this
assumption, the maximum of the sine and cosine terms will become 1. In this case, maximum
acceleration and jerk values can be calculated using equations 4.17 and 4.18 respectively.
amax = κmax× v2 (4.17)
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jmax =
√
c2+κmax4× v3 (4.18)
Finally, the maximum path velocity that can be applied to ensure that the acceleration and jerk
limits on the involved axes are not exceeded can be calculated from equations 4.19 to 4.21.
v1 =
√
alim
κmax
(4.19)
v2 = 3
√
jlim√
c2+κmax4
(4.20)
v = min(v1,v2) (4.21)
It is evident that equations 4.12 and 4.13 are special cases of equations 4.19 and 4.20 when c = 0
and κmax = κ . This reflects the fact that circular arcs are special cases of clothoids.
4.7 Case Study
In this section, the example given in section 4.2 is processed and three biclothoids are fitted to
eliminate the discontinuities. The smoothed toolpath is plotted in figure 4.9. The introduced deviation
is very small (100 microns) and consequently it is not easy to distinguish between the original toolpath
and the smoothed toolpath in the plot. To show the deviation, biclothoids and transition points are
portrayed in three magnified boxes in figure 4.9. In order to better highlight how clothoids act as
transition curves between two arcs and between a line and an arc, the curvature profile of the smoothed
toolpath is also plotted in figure 4.10. In figure 4.10, the clothoids are characterised by their linear
curvature profiles, while the arcs can be distinguished by their constant curvature.
Table 4.1 shows the data for the three fitted biclothoids. The maximum feedrate value in the table
is calculated using equations 4.19 to 4.21 assuming jmax = 200000 mms3 and amax = 9800
mm
s2 for jerk
and acceleration limits respectively (the limits were set according to the specifications of the machine
that was used for the case study). As long as the feedrate is limited to these values, the acceleration
and jerk when the biclothoid move is being processed, will not exceed the limits.
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Figure 4.9 Smoothed toolpath (red curve) versus the original toolpath (blue curve). Disconti-
nuities at points A, B and C are smoothed by biclothoids S1S2, S3S4 and S5S6 respectively.
These three biclothoids are magnified in the figure and their specifications are given in table
4.1.
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Figure 4.10 The curvature profile of the smoothed toolpath. The points marked on the plot
correspond to the points with the same name in figure 4.9.
The smoothed toolpath was given to an ANCA Motion AMC5 CNC controller [77] on a laser
cutting machine (figure 4.11). Figure 4.12 shows the path velocity. The feedrate limits given in table
4.1 are higher than the programmed feedrate. Consequently, unlike the non-smoothed case in figure
4.4, the machine can maintain a high feedrate when cutting the smoothed toolpath.
Figure 4.13 showing the acceleration of the x and Y axes exhibits no step changes in acceleration.
This is different from figure 4.2 where sudden changes in the acceleration are visible. Similarly
looking at the jerk profile in 4.14, no jerk spikes can be seen.
Two pictures of the cut results are given in figure 4.15. The part on the top was cut without using
the smoothing fillets, while the part at the bottom was cut using the proposed biclothoid fillets. In the
top picture from figure 4.15, two burning marks are visible. These two points are at the same position
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Table 4.1 Biclothoids specifications. For maximum feedrate calculations, jmax = 200000mms3
and amax = 9800mms2 were used as the jerk and acceleration limits respectively.
Biclothoid Sharpness MaximumCurvature
Maximum
Feedrate
(c) (κmax) ( fmax)
S1S2 0.016 1mm2 0.124
1
mm 12486
mm
min
S3S4 0.016 1mm2 0.124
1
mm 12486
mm
min
S5S6 0.009 1mm2 0.116
1
mm 13871
mm
min
Figure 4.11 The CNC machine used for evaluating the proposed method.
as points B and C in figure 4.1. As explained before, without using the smoothing fillets, machine has
to slow down at these two points (figure 4.4 shows that the feedrate drops at these two points) and
this results in a longer exposure to laser and consequently in higher temperatures and burning. As the
picture at the bottom of figure 4.15 shows, there will be no burning marks when the proposed fillets
are used. The reason is that since there are no curvature or tangential angle discontinuities in the
smoothed toolpath, the machine can cut the part without slowing down at any point. The experiment
proves that using the proposed method improves both the cycle time and the quality of cut.
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Figure 4.12 Path velocity when moving on the smoothed toolpath given in figure 4.9. The
machine does not slow down at transitions and can maintain a high speed.
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Figure 4.13 Acceleration of the x and Y axes when moving on the smoothed toolpath given
in figure 4.9. There are no step changes in the acceleration.
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Figure 4.14 Jerk of the x and Y axis when moving on the toolpath given in figure 4.9. Jerk is
limited within the specified values.
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(a) The above part was cut without using smoothing fillets.
(b) The same part was cut using the proposed method for smoothing the corners.
Figure 4.15 (a) Cut result without using biclothoid fillets: burning marks are created at the
points that the machine has to slow down. (b) Cut result using the proposed method: the cut
quality has improved.
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4.8 Comparison with Bezier Fillets
Using Bezier fillets for path smoothing in CNC applications is proposed in several works [34, 36–38].
Sencer et al. in [36], developed an algorithm to generate optimised Bezier curves in order to achieve
the highest feedrate while adhering to motion limits. In this section, biclothoid fillets are compared
with the optimised Bezier curves proposed in [36] to see which method gives higher feedrates and
shorter cycle times. Two sample toolpaths, one simple and one more complex, will be analysed in this
section.
4.8.1 Case 1
The method proposed in [36] can only be applied to line to line transitions. Therefore, for the first
comparison case, a simple toolpath consisted of two linear moves making a 150 degree angle at their
intersection is considered. The original toolpath, the biclothoid fillet and the optimised Bezier curve
are plotted in figure 4.16. The two fillets look very similar and actually cannot be distinguished in
the figure. However their curvature and sharpness profiles, plotted in figure 4.17 look completely
different.
Some of the differences between the two fillets, identified by analysing figures 4.16 and 4.17 are
summarised in table 5.1. According to the table, the length of the biclothoid fillet is 2.22 mm, while
the Bezier fillet is shorter and is only 1.71 mm long. Maximum curvature for the biclothoid fillet is
also higher than the maximum curvature of the Bezier fillet (0.47 1mm for the biclothoid and 0.36
1
mm
for the Bezier fillet). However, the maximum derivative of curvature (plotted at the bottom of figure
4.17) is much smaller for the biclothoid fillet (Maximum sharpness is 0.42 1mm2 for the biclothoid fillet
and 2.09 1mm2 for the Bezier curve).
Using the curvature profile and equations 4.19 to 4.21 from section 4.6, the maximum permissible
feedrate for each fillet can be calculated. The calculated values are given in table 5.1. The maximum
feedrate that can be applied on the biclothoid fillet without exceeding acceleration and jerk limits
is 4489 mmmin while the highest permissible feedrate on the Bezier fillet is only 2744
mm
min . Taking the
length difference between the two curves into account, for this particular line to line transition, using
a biclothoid fillet instead of a Bezier fillet can improve the cycle time by 20%.
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Figure 4.16 A simple toolpath consisted of two lines which make a 150◦ angle (black), a
biclothoid fillet (blue) and a Bezier fillet (red) are plotted. The two fillets look very similar.
However their curvature and sharpness profiles in figure 4.17 are completely different.
Table 4.2 Comparison between a biclothoid fillet and a Bezier fillet for the same corner
(figure 4.16). For maximum feedrate calculations, jmax = 200000mms3 and amax = 9800
mm
s2
were used as the jerk and acceleration limits respectively.
Fillet
Type Length
Maximum
Curvature
Maximum
Sharpness
Maximum
Feedrate
Bi-
clothoid
2.22
mm
0.47 1mm 0.42
1
mm2 4489
mm
min
Bezier
1.71
mm
0.36 1mm 2.09
1
mm2 2744
mm
min
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4.8.2 Case 2
For the second comparison case, the toolpath from figure 4.1 is smoothed using Bezier fillets and
the results are compared with the same toolpath smoothed with biclothoid fillets. Since Bezier fillets
can only be used for line to line transitions, as the first step, the given toolpath has to be converted
to a series of line segments. In order to approximate the toolpath using line segments, subdivision
algorithm from [83] is used. The number of lines for approximating the toolpath depends on the
acceptable error tolerance. In order to achieve a 100 micron tolerance, the three arcs in figure 4.1 have
to be replaced with at least 31 line segments.
After converting the original toolpath to a purely linear toolpath, the number of discontinuities
increases from 3 to 31. Consequently 31 Bezier fillets are needed to smooth the toolpath. Figure 4.18
shows the resulting smoothed toolpath. The curvature profile of the smoothed toolpath is given in
figure 4.19 as well.
A careful comparison between figures 4.18 and 4.9 shows that biclothoid fillets give a smoother
toolpath than Bezier fillets. The difference is more obvious when the corresponding curvature profiles
in figures 4.19 and 4.10 are compared. Figure 4.19 shows that there are many fluctuations in the
curvature profile when Bezier fillets are fitted. The reason is that while only three biclothoid fillets are
enough to smooth the discontinuities of the original toolpath, to get the same result, 31 Bezier fillets
have to be used. Furthermore, since Bezier fillets can only be fitted between two lines, the curvature
has to drop to zero at both ends of the fillet. This is not the case for biclothoid fillets which can be
fitted between two arcs, or a line and an arc as well.
One other important difference between the curvature profiles is that according to table 4.1, the
maximum sharpness when using biclothoid fillets is only 0.016 1mm2 . In comparison, when Bezier
fillets are used, the maximum derivative of curvature (maximum slope in figure 4.19) is 0.35 1mm2 which
is more than 20 times higher than the maximum sharpness of biclothoid fillets. Higher sharpness
values will result in lower maximum feedrates as figure 4.20 shows.
Figure 4.20 portrays the feedrate profile when the smoothed toolpath in figure 4.18 is processed.
The plot shows that the machine has to slow down on the fillets in order to adhere to the jerk and
acceleration limits. Consequently the cycle time increases to 1.32s, which is 25% longer than the case
where biclothoid fillets are used (compare with figure 4.12).
The difference between biclothoid fillets and Bezier fillets becomes more prominent at tighter
tolerance settings. Table 4.3 compares Bezier and biclothoid fillets when used to smooth the toolpath
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from figure 4.1 at two different tolerance settings. When the tolerance is set to 10 microns, 96 Bezier
fillets will be needed and the cycle time increases to 1.72s. For achieving the same tolerance, only
three biclothoid fillets will suffice and the cycle time will drop to 1.05s. In this scenario, the cycle
time that Bezier fillets give is 63% longer than the case where biclothoid fillets are used.
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Table 4.3 Comparison between biclothoid fillets and Bezier fillets for smoothing the toolpath
from figure 4.1 with two different tolerance values. When the tolerance gets tighter, a larger
number of Bezier fillets have to be used and the cycle time increases significantly. Biclothoid
fillets on the contrary, show a good performance at smaller tolerance values.
Fillet type Tolerance Number offillets Cycle time
Biclothoid 0.1mm 3 1.048s
Biclothoid 0.01mm 3 1.053s
Bezier 0.1mm 31 1.322s
Bezier 0.01mm 96 1.723s
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Figure 4.17 (Top) Curvature profiles of the biclothoid fillet (blue) and the Bezier fillet (red)
in figure 4.16. (Bottom) Sharpness profile of the biclothoid fillet (blue) and the Bezier fillet
(red) in figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.18 In order to use Bezier fillets, at first the toolpath has to be approximated by line
segments. For a 0.1mm tolerance, 31 line segments are needed. Afterwards, 31 Bezier fillets
should be fitted to smooth the toolpath. In this figure, the green dashed curve is the original
toolpath (from figure 4.1), the blue curve shows the line segments which approximate the
original toolpath and the red curves are the Bezier fillets. Compare this figure with figure 4.9
which shows the same toolpath smoothed using biclothoid fillets.
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Figure 4.19 Curvature profile for the smoothed toolpath portrayed in figure 4.18. Comparing
figure 4.10 with this plot, shows that using biclothoid fillets results in a much smoother
curvature profile.
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Figure 4.20 Path velocity when moving on the toolpath given in figure 4.18. The machine
has to slow down on the Bezier fillets and the cycle time increases in comparison to the case
where Biclothoid fillets were used (figure 4.12).
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4.9 Conclusion
A method for smoothing corners using biclothoid fillets was presented. The proposed method can be
used to smooth out discontinuities in the curvature and in the tangential angle for line to line, line to
arc, and arc to arc transitions.
For smoothing line to line transitions, analytical solutions have been developed. However
for transitions between two arcs or a line and arc, specially if arc length parameterisation is of
importance, iterative algorithms have to be used. To evaluate the robustness of the proposed method,
the performance of the developed algorithms was extensively tested and the results were reported.
A comparison with Bezier fillets shows that using the proposed method can result in a significantly
shorter cycle time with a much smaller number of fillets. It was demonstrated that since Bezier fillets
can only be fitted between two lines, the toolpath has to be broken into a large number of lines and
consequently a large number of fillets have to be fitted. The proposed method does not have this
limitation.
The proposed method has a number of important advantages and satisfies all of the requirements
explained in section 4.2:
a. G2-continuity: The generated toolpath is curvature continuous and eliminates any discontinu-
ities in the original toolpath.
b. Bounded maximum error: the deviation between the smoothed toolpath and the original
toolpath can be limited to a specified tolerance to maintain the accuracy of the manufactured
parts.
c. Analytical arc length formula: the arc length of the generated fillets is readily available and
unlike Bezier curves, Quintic splines, etc. there is no need to use integration to calculate the
arc length.
d. Arc length parameterisation: the generated path is arc length parameterised which makes it
easier to interpolate. There will be no feedrate fluctuations when interpolating the path and
unlike PH curves, special interpolators are not required.
e. Minimum curvature change: biclothoid fillets have a triangle shaped curvature profile which
gives the smallest sharpness for a specified arc length [11].
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To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method a CNC controller equipped with a jerk
limited interpolator was used. It was verified that without modifying the toolpath, the controller has to
slow down the machine at line to arc and arc to arc transitions to keep the jerk within the limits. Using
the proposed method, the controller is able to maintain a high feedrate without introducing any jerk
spikes. For calculating the feedrate limit not only the curvature but also the derivative of curvature
were taken into account.
Chapter 5
Converting Parametric Curves to
Clothoid Splines
5.1 Introduction 79
5.1 Introduction
Parametric curves like Bezier curves are widely used in CAD software to design parts by designers.
However, CNC controller, often cannot directly interpolate parametric curves. Although, some
methods have been proposed in the literature to directly interpolate parametric curves [84, 85], these
methods often result in feedrate fluctuations [70].
In order to manufacture a part that includes parametric curves using a CNC machine, the para-
metric curve has to be converted into a sequence of many line segments [86]. A more sophisticated
approach is to convert the curve into a series of arcs with G1 continuity which results in a smoother
toolpath and a smaller part program [83, 86–96]. In this chapter a method is proposed to convert a
parametric curve into a series of clothoids. This approach has the advantage that the resulting spline
will be G2-continuous. G2-continuity is an important requirement for the smooth operation of a CNC
machine (as extensively explained in section 4.1).
5.2 Problem Statement
The problem that is discussed in this chapter will be explained using an example. The curve in figure
5.1 is a quintic Bezier curve. Quintic Bezier curves, have 6 control points and the degree of the
polynomials is 5. The equations for this Bezier curve are given in 5.1 and 5.2 below.
P0 = (x0,y0) = (0,0)
P1 = (x1,y1) = (10,40)
P2 = (x2,y2) = (30,40)
P3 = (x3,y3) = (50,−40)
P4 = (x4,y4) = (70,−40)
P5 = (x5,y5) = (80,0)
x = (1− t)5x0+(1− t)4tx1+(1− t)3t2x2+(1− t)2t3x3+(1− t)t4x4+ t5x5 (5.1)
y = (1− t)5y0+(1− t)4ty1+(1− t)3t2y2+(1− t)2t3y3+(1− t)t4y4+ t5y5 (5.2)
0 <= t <= 1
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Figure 5.1 The original Bezier curve given to the CAD-CAM application (the red curve).
The blue dots are the control points and the blue dashed lines shows the control polygon.
In this chapter, this curve will be broken into a series of primitive shapes using three methods:
converting to line segments, converting to an arc spline and converting to a clothoid spline.
5.3 Converting to Line Segments
A common method for converting parametric curves to a sequence of line segments is the subdivision
method [83]. The subdivision algorithm is explained below.
1. Use only one primitive to approximate the original curve, i.e. fit a primitive between the start
posture and the end posture of the original curve.
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2. Measure the distance between the primitive and the original curve and find the point where the
maximum deviation takes place.
3. If the deviation is smaller than the given tolerance end the algorithm. Otherwise subdivide the
curve into two segments at the point where the maximum deviation takes place. Apply steps 1
to 3 to each segment.
The pseudo code is given in algorithm 3 below.
Algorithm 3: Subdivision algorithm
Input :Q(t): The parametric curve that needs to be approximated by a series of
primitives, tol: The maximum acceptable deviation
Output :A sequence of primitives that approximate Q(t) so that the maximum
distance between the approximating curves and the original curve is smaller
than tol
1 Function Subdiv (Q(t), tol)
2 Use one primitive (P(s)) to approximate the curve, i.e. fit a primitive between the
start posture and the end posture of Q(t) ;
3 Find the t = tm value that maximises dm = |P(s)−Q(t)| ;
4 if dm > tol then
5 Subdivide Q(t) at tm into Q1(t) and Q2(t) ;
6 P(s) = Merge(Subdiv(Q1(t), tol), Subdiv(Q2(t), tol)) ;
7 end
8 return P(s) ;
9 end
Applying the subdivision method to the curve from figure 5.1, when the tolerance is set to 0.25mm
results in figure 5.2. In this figure, the original curve is approximated using 22 line segments. The
corresponding part program is also given in listing 5.1.
Listing 5.1 Resulting part program when the parametric curve in figure 5.1 is approximated
by line segments. The tolerance was set to 0.25mm. The corresponding toolpath is plotted in
figure 5.2.
G0 X0.00 Y0.00
G1 X3.04 Y9.73
G1 X6.65 Y16.87
G1 X8.63 Y19.35
G1 X10.71 Y21.11
G1 X12.92 Y22.17
G1 X15.29 Y22.53
G1 X17.62 Y22.20
G1 X20.09 Y21.23
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G1 X25.48 Y17.34
G1 X31.55 Y10.88
G1 X40.00 Y-0.00
G1 X48.40 Y -10.81
G1 X54.52 Y -17.34
G1 X59.91 Y -21.23
G1 X62.38 Y -22.20
G1 X64.71 Y -22.53
G1 X67.05 Y -22.18
G1 X69.23 Y -21.14
G1 X71.32 Y -19.40
G1 X73.31 Y -16.92
G1 X76.95 Y-9.77
G1 X80.00 Y0.00
Using line segments as primitives to approximate a parametric curve can cause two main issues:
1. The main problem with using line segments to approximate parametric curves is that the
resulting toolpath only has G0 continuity. Figure 5.3 shows the tangential angle plot for the
toolpath in figure 5.2. The figure shows that the tangential angle in figure 5.2 is not continuous
and has step changes. Since curvature is the derivative of the tangential angle, the curvature at
some points of figure 5.2 will be infinite. When such a toolpath is given to a CNC machine, the
machine has to slow down at each line to line transition to prevent jerk and acceleration spikes
and this will increase the cycle time and degrade the cut quality.
2. If the tolerance is set to a small value the number of lines and consequently the size of the part
program increases rapidly. For example if the tolerance is tightened from 0.25mm to 0.025mm,
the number of lines increases from 22 to 62. For a tolerance of 1 micron (0.001mm), the
number of lines increases to 343. A large number of small moves can create a bottle neck and
further decrease the cutting speed, if the CNC cannot go through and process the commands
fast enough.
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Figure 5.2 The bezier curve from figure 5.1 approximated with 22 line segments. Maximum
deviation between between the original curve (dashed red line) and the approximation is
smaller than 0.25mm.
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Figure 5.3 The tangential angle of the toolpath in figure 5.2 (blue line) in comparison to the
tangential angle of the original parametric curve (red dashed line).
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5.4 Converting to Arc Splines
In the previous section, two of the main disadvantages of using line segments to approximate
parametric curves were explained. Arc splines can rectify both issues to some degree. The same
parametric curve from figure 5.1, can be approximated using a series of arcs with G1 continuity. In
order to get an approximating arc spline, biarcs can be used as primitive curves [91].
A biarc consists of two circular arcs which join with G1 continuity. A biarc can be fully specified
by having the following information [90, 97]:
1. Start point
2. End point
3. Unit tangent vector at the start point
4. Unit tangent vector at the end point
5. An additional constraint (in this work the additional constraint is that the unit tangent vector at
the joining point of the two circular arcs should be parallel to the line that joins start and end
points which is the same as the method used in [83, 91, 97, 98])
Since the equation of the parametric curve is available, the first four items from the above list
can be easily calculated at any point on the curve. There are a number of options available for the
5th item in the above list: equal angular length for the two arcs [91, 98], placing the joining point on
the bisector of the line segment which joins the start point and the end point [91, 95, 98, 99], setting
the unit tangent vector at the joining point equal to the average of the unit tangent vectors at the end
points [100], and making the unit tangent vector at the joining point parallel to the line joining the
start point and the end point of the arc [83, 91, 97, 98]. In this work the last option has been adopted.
A circular arc can be written using equations 5.3 and 5.4 below (repeated from chapter 3):
x =x0+
sin(θ0+κ× s)− sin(θ0)
κ
(5.3)
y =y0− cos(θ0+κ× s)− cos(θ0)κ (5.4)
Where (x0, y0) is the start point of the circle, θ0 is the start angle, s is the length of the arc and
κ = 1/r is the curvature of the arc. Since the start point and start angle of the biarc are already given,
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in order to specify the biarc, only the curvatures and arc lengths of both arcs should be calculated
(κ1,κ2,s1,s2). Using the conditions explained above, the four below equations can be written to find
the four unknowns:
xe = x0+
sin(θm)− sin(θ0)
κ1
+
sin(θe)− sin(θm)
κ2
(5.5)
ye = y0− cos(θm)− cos(θ0)κ1 −
cos(θe)− cos(θm)
κ2
(5.6)
θm = θ0+κ1× s1 (5.7)
θe = θm+κ2× s2 (5.8)
In equations 5.5 to 5.8, (x0, y0) is the start point of the biarc, (xe, ye) is the end point of the biarc,
κ1 = 1/r1 and s1 are the curvature and lengths of the first arc of the biarc and κ2 = 1/r2 and s2 are
the same parameters for the second arc. θ0 denotes the tangential angle at the beginning of the biarc
(the angle between the tangent and the positive direction of the x axis), θe is the tangential angle at the
end of the biarc and θm is the tangential angle at the joining point of the two arcs.
Figure 5.4 shows the parametric curve in figure 5.1 approximated by biarcs. The corresponding
part program is given in listing 5.2.
Listing 5.2 Resulting part program when the parametric curve in figure 5.1 is approximated
by biarcs. The tolerance was set to 0.25mm. The corresponding toolpath is plotted in figure
5.4.
G0 X0.00 Y0.00
G2 X2.81 Y9.16 I88.40 J -22.10 {radius = 91.12}
G2 X5.44 Y14.89 I37.12 J -13.55 {radius = 39.51}
G2 X10.57 Y20.90 I17.65 J-9.87 {radius = 20.23}
G2 X15.13 Y22.52 I4.68 J-5.94 {radius = 7.56}
G2 X19.73 Y21.37 I0.15 J-9.16 {radius = 9.16}
G2 X26.92 Y15.97 I -16.02 J -28.81 {radius = 32.96}
G2 X31.00 Y11.48 I -41.39 J -41.72 {radius = 58.77}
G2 X40.00 Y-0.00 I -263.84 J -216.12 {radius = 341.06}
G3 X49.00 Y -11.48 I272 .85 J204 .64 {radius = 341.06}
G3 X53.08 Y -15.97 I45.46 J37.24 {radius = 58.77}
G3 X60.27 Y -21.37 I23.21 J23.40 {radius = 32.96}
G3 X64.87 Y -22.52 I4.45 J8.01 {radius = 9.16}
G3 X69.44 Y -20.89 I-0.12 J7.56 {radius = 7.56}
G3 X74.60 Y -14.82 I -12.65 J15.97 {radius = 20.37}
G3 X77.21 Y-9.10 I -34.80 J19.35 {radius = 39.82}
G3 X80.00 Y0.00 I -85.73 J31.23 {radius = 91.24}
Using arc splines to approximate a parametric curve has two advantages over using line segments:
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Figure 5.4 The bezier curve from figure 5.1 approximated with 8 biarcs (16 arcs). Maximum
deviation between between the original curve (dashed red line) and the approximation is
smaller than 0.25mm.
1. The resulting toolpath has G1 continuity. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the angle and curvature of
the approximating toolpath. The plots show that the tangential angle is continuous, however
curvature is not continuous.
2. The size of the part program and the number of shapes decreases in comparison to the case
where line segments were used. If the tolerance is set to 0.025mm the number of arcs in the arc
spline increases to 32 (if line segments are used, 62 lines will be required) and for a tolerance
of 0.001mm, only 88 arcs will be necessary (the number of shapes would be 343 for line
segments).
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Figure 5.5 The tangential angle of the toolpath in figure 5.4 (blue line) in comparison to the
tangential angle of the original parametric curve (red dashed line). Unlike figure 5.3 there
are no step changes in the tangential angle, however the slope of the tangent still has sudden
changes (more obvious in figure 5.6).
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Figure 5.6 The curvature of the toolpath in figure 5.4 (blue line) in comparison to the
curvature of the original parametric curve (red dashed line). There are still step changes
in the curvature which translate to jerk spikes unless the machine slows down at transition
points.
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5.5 Converting to Clothoid Splines
In this section a new method will be proposed to convert a parametric curve to a clothoid spline. Using
clothoids as the primitives has the important advantage that the resulting curve will be G2 continuous.
As explained in previous sections, using line segment primitives only gives G0-continuity and using
biarcs only gives G1-continuity. However, only a G2-continuous toolpath can be processed by a CNC
machine without having jerk spikes and without having to slow down at transition points. It will be
shown that the number of primitives will also be smaller when using clothoids in comparison to both
arc splines and line segments.
The primitive that will be used in this section is called "Triclothoid" since it is composed of three
successive clothoids which join with G2-continuity.
5.5.1 Fitting Triclothoids
This subsection explains how to fit a triclothoid between two postures Q0 = (κ0,θ0,x0,y0) and
Qe = (κe,θe,xe,ye). As mentioned before a triclothoid is consisted of three successive clothoids.
It is assumed that all of the clothoids in the triclothoid have equal arc lengths (s1 = s2 = s3 = s)
but different sharpness values (c1, c2 and c3). The curvature at the end of the third clothoid can be
calculated using the equations below:
κ1 = κ0+ c1s (5.9)
κ2 = κ1+ c2s (5.10)
κ3 = κ2+ c3s (5.11)
(5.12)
In equations 5.9 to 5.11, κ0 is the curvature at the beginning of the triclothoid, κ1 is the curvature
at the end of the first clothoid and the beginning of the second clothoid, κ2 is the curvature at the
end of the second clothoid and the beginning of the third clothoid and finally κ3 is the curvature at
the end of the triclothoid. Also s = s1 = s2 = s3 is the length of each of the three clothoids while c1
is the sharpness of the first clothoid, c2 is the sharpness of the second clothoid and c3 denotes the
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sharpness of the third clothoid. In order to fit a tricltohoid between Q0 and Qe, equation 5.13 needs to
be satisfied:
κ3 = κe (5.13)
Similarly the three equations below can be written for the angle at the beginning and at the end of
each of the three clothoids in the triclothoid:
θ1 = θ0+κ0s+
1
2
c1s2 (5.14)
θ2 = θ1+κ1s+
1
2
c2s2 (5.15)
θ3 = θ2+κ2s+
1
2
c3s2 (5.16)
In equations 5.14 to 5.15, θ0, θ1 and θ2 are the start angles for the first, second and third clothoids
respectively and θ3 is the tangential angle at the end of the last clothoid. In order to fit a tricltohoid
between Q0 and Qe, equation 5.17 needs to be satisfied:
θ3 = θe (5.17)
Similar to equations for curvature and angle, the six equations below can be written for the
position at the end of the triclothoid:
x1 = x0+
∫ s
0
cos(θ0+κ0t+
1
2
c1t2)dt (5.18)
x2 = x1+
∫ s
0
cos(θ1+κ1t+
1
2
c2t2)dt (5.19)
x3 = x2+
∫ s
0
cos(θ2+κ2t+
1
2
c3t2)dt (5.20)
y1 = y0+
∫ s
0
sin(θ0+κ0t+
1
2
c1t2)dt (5.21)
y2 = y1+
∫ s
0
sin(θ1+κ1t+
1
2
c2t2)dt (5.22)
y3 = y2+
∫ s
0
sin(θ2+κ2t+
1
2
c3t2)dt (5.23)
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In equations 5.18 to 5.23, (x0,y0), (x1,y1) and (x2,y2) are the start position for the first, second
and third clothoids respectively and (x3,y3) is the coordinates of the end point of the last clothoid. In
order to fit a tricltohoid between Q0 and Qe, equations 5.24 and 5.25 need to be satisfied:
x3 = xe (5.24)
y3 = ye (5.25)
In order to specify the triclothoid, four unknowns namely s, c1, c2 and c3 (length and sharpness
values for the three clothoids) need to be determined. There are four equations as well (equations 5.13,
5.17, 5.24 and 5.25). Solving these four equation using Newton method gives the four unknowns and
the triclothoid will be determined.
Accelerating the solution
In order to decrease the time required for calculations, the number of equations can be decreased
from four to two. To decrease the number of equations, equations 5.9 to 5.17 can be solved to give c2
(sharpness of the second clothoid) and c3 (sharpness of the third clothoid) as functions of s (arc length
of each of the clothoids) and c1 (sharpness of the first clothoid):
c2 =−2θ0−2θe+5k0s+ kes+4c1s
2
2s2
(5.26)
c3 =
2θ0−2θe+3k0s+3kes+2c1s2
2s2
(5.27)
By replacing c2 and c3 in equations 5.24 and 5.25, from 5.26 and 5.27, the number of equations
decreases from four to two. Also by eliminating c2 and c3, the number of unknowns decreases to two
as well. After finding the two remaining unknowns (s and c1), c2 and c3 can be calculated using 5.26
and 5.27 to fully determine the triclothoid.
5.5.2 Example for Fitting Triclothoids
The same parametric curve from figure 5.1 can be approximated using triclothoids by applying the
subdivision algorithm (algorithm 3) and using the equations in subsection 5.5.1. Figure 5.7 shows the
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parametric curve in figure 5.1 approximated by triclothoids. The corresponding part program is given
in listing 5.3.
Listing 5.3 Resulting part program when the parametric curve in figure 5.1 is approximated
by biarcs. The tolerance was set to 0.25mm. The corresponding toolpath is plotted in figure
5.7.
G0 X0.00 Y0.00
Clothoid X2.72 Y9.09 K -0.009 T1.33 C -0.00014 S9.49
Clothoid X6.87 Y17.58 K -0.010 T1.23 C -0.00446 S9.49
Clothoid X14.64 Y22.50 K -0.053 T0.93 C -0.00785 S9.49
Clothoid X24.85 Y17.64 K -0.127 T0.08 C0 .00976 S11.65
Clothoid X32.85 Y9.19 K -0.014 T-0.74 C0 .00039 S11.65
Clothoid X40.00 Y0.00 K -0.009 T-0.87 C0 .00078 S11.65
Clothoid X47.15 Y-9.19 K -0.000 T-0.93 C0 .00078 S11.65
Clothoid X55.15 Y -17.64 K0.009 T-0.87 C0 .00039 S11.65
Clothoid X65.36 Y -22.50 K0.014 T-0.74 C0 .00976 S11.65
Clothoid X73.13 Y -17.58 K0.127 T0.08 C -0.00785 S9.49
Clothoid X77.28 Y-9.09 K0.053 T0.93 C -0.00446 S9.49
Clothoid X80.00 Y0.00 K0.010 T1.23 C -0.00014 S9.49
In listing 5.3, since there is no standard g-code for clothoids, a custom format has been used,
where the end point of the clothoid is specified using X(x) and Y(y) identifiers, the curvature at the
start of the clothoid is given as K(κ0), the angle at the start is given as T(θ0), sharpness is specified by
C(c) and arc length of the clothoid is given as S(s).
Using clothoid splines to approximate a parametric curve has two advantages over using arc
splines:
1. The resulting toolpath has G2 continuity. Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the angle and the curvature
of the approximating toolpath. The plots show that both the tangential angle and the curvature
are continuous.
2. The size of the part program and the number of shapes decreases in comparison to the case
where biarcs or lines are used. Table 5.1 shows the number of primitives needed for three
different tolerance values.
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Table 5.1 Number of primitives needed to approximate the parametric curve in 5.1 for
different tolerance values.
Tolerance (mm) Approximation method Number of primitives Continuity
0.25 Line segments 22 G0
0.25 Arc spline 16 G1
0.25 Clothoid spline 12 G2
0.025 Line segments 62 G0
0.025 Arc spline 32 G1
0.025 Clothoid spline 24 G2
0.001 Line segments 343 G0
0.001 Arc spline 88 G1
0.001 Clothoid spline 57 G2
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Figure 5.7 The bezier curve from figure 5.1 approximated with only 4 triclothoids (12
clothoids). Maximum deviation between the original curve (dashed red line) and the approxi-
mation is smaller than 0.25mm.
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Figure 5.8 The tangential angle of the toolpath in figure 5.7 (blue line) in comparison to the
tangential angle of the original parametric curve (red dashed line). Unlike figure 5.3 there are
no step changes in the tangential angle. Contrary to figure 5.5, there are no sudden changes
in the slope of the plot either.
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Figure 5.9 The curvature of the toolpath in figure 5.7 (blue line) in comparison to the curvature
of the original parametric curve (red dashed line). The curvature is continuous and there are
no step changes in the profile.
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5.6 Conclusion
A new subdivision method for converting parametric curves to a clothoid spline was introduced. The
main advantage of the proposed method is that the resulting toolpath will have G2-continuity. The
existing methods can only convert a parametric curve into a sequence of line segments or arcs and
therefore only provide G0-continuity or at best G1-continuity. It was demonstrated that using clothoid
fillets, a parametric curve can be approximated using a smaller number of primitive curves. Since
clothoids are arc length parameterised, the generated toolpath can be interpolated without feedrate
fluctuations.
Chapter 6
Fitting Clothoid Splines to Input Points
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6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter a method for converting a parametric curve to a G2-continuous curve was
proposed. However, currently most CAD-CAM software can only convert a parametric curve into
a sequence of line segments which only has G0-continuity. Obviously the CNC cannot process
such a toolpath smoothly. Therefore a method is needed to convert the given line segments into a
G2-continuous path. This chapter proposes such a method.
In this chapter it is first demonstrated that corner smoothing methods are not suitable for the case
where a large number of small line segments are given as the input toolpath. It is explained that instead,
a spline needs to be fitted to the input points (i.e. the end points of the line segments mentioned above).
In order to fit a smooth spline to a number of given points, at first the posture (i.e. tangential angle
and curvature) at every point should be estimated. In this chapter, three posture estimation methods
are compared and an efficient posture estimation method is proposed. After estimating the postures, a
triclothoid is fitted between each two successive points. The resulting toolpath is G2-continuous and
suitable for smooth interpolation by the machine.
6.2 Problem Statement
The problem that will be discussed in this chapter can be explained using an example. Consider the
part in figure 6.1. The figure shows a parametric curve described by equations 6.1 and 6.2 below.
x = 10× sin2× t (6.1)
y = 20× cos t (6.2)
If the drawing in figure 6.1 is given to a CAD-CAM application, it will be broken into a number
of lines. The number of lines depends on the tolerance value specified in CAD-CAM settings. For the
curve in figure 6.1 if the tolerance is set to 0.2 mm, the output of the CAD-CAM application will be a
part program which is given in listing 6.1. In practice smaller tolerance values are used. However here
a tolerance of 0.2 is selected to make the figures easier to analyse. Figure 6.2 shows the corresponding
toolpath.
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Figure 6.1 The original parametric curve. A standard CNC controller cannot interpret this
curve. The curve must be given to a CAD-CAM application to be broken into lines and arcs.
Figure 6.2 shows that the CAD-CAM application breaks the parametric curve into 12 line
segments. The number of lines will increase if a tighter tolerance is set. Obviously the toolpath
in figure 6.2 is not curvature continuous. In fact this toolpath does not even have tangential angle
continuity.
Listing 6.1 The part program used for experiments in this chapter.
G90
F10000
G0 X0 .000000 Y0 .000000
G1 X7 .405264 Y8 .099047
G1 X9 .712184 Y12 .343495
G1 X9 .865294 Y15 .255060
G1 X8 .458203 Y17 .512670
G1 X5 .156178 Y19 .270800
G1 X0 .000000 Y20 .000000
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G1 X -5.156178 Y19 .270800
G1 X -8.458203 Y17 .512670
G1 X -9.865294 Y15 .255060
G1 X -9.712184 Y12 .343495
G1 X -7.405264 Y8 .099047
G1 X0 .000000 Y0 .000000
6.2.1 Executing the Part Program Without Smoothing
If the part program in listing 6.1 is given to a CNC controller, due to discontinuities in the toolpath
the machine will slow down at each line to line transition in order to limit the magnitude of the
step changes in the velocity of the involved joints. Figure 6.3 shows the feedrate plot when the
maximum acceleration is set to 9800mm/s2 and the maximum jerk is set to 100000mm/s3. The plot
shows that the feedrate drops to less than 50mm/min at the corners while the programmed feedrate
is 10000mm/min. In fact the machine is constantly accelerating and decelerating. This will have a
detrimental effect on the surface quality and also increases the cycle time significantly.
6.2.2 Smoothing Using Fillets
In some works like [41], instead of fitting a spline to the input points (i.e. end points of the given
line segments), a smoothing fillet is fitted to every corner between each two successive lines. In this
section the performance of this approach is examined.
In chapter 4, a method for corner smoothing was introduced. In figure 6.2, the 12 lines make
11 corners. Each corner can be smoothed with a biclothoid fillet. The toolpath smoothed with this
method is plotted in figure 6.4.
Corner smoothing fillets are very efficient in cases where the moves are relatively long (e.g.
100 times larger than the specified tolerance for fillet fitting) and the angle between the lines is
small. However, as will be demonstrated shortly, corner smoothing fillets are not the best option
for smoothing toolpaths like the one in figure 6.2. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show that the curvature and
sharpness values of the path generated using smoothing fillets are significantly higher than the original
parametric curve. This results in additional constraints on the feedrate.
Figure 6.7 shows that the feedrate increases considerably in comparison with the case where no
fillets are used. Nevertheless, in the remaining of this chapter a method will be introduced which can
generate a path with smaller curvature and sharpness values and consequently enables the CNC to use
higher feedrates without violating acceleration and jerk limits.
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Figure 6.2 The toolpath corresponding to listing 6.1. The parametric curve from fig 6.1 is
plotted with the red dashed line.
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Figure 6.3 The feedrate when running the part program from listing 6.1. For maximum
feedrate calculations, jmax = 100000 mms3 and amax = 9800
mm
s2 were used as the jerk and
acceleration limits respectively. The machine has to slow down at each corner and the
feedrate never gets to the programmed feedrate.
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Figure 6.4 The toolpath from figure 6.2 smoothed using biclothoid fillets.
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Figure 6.5 The curvature of the original parametric curve (blue) and the curvature of the
toolpath smoothed using biclothoid fillets (red). The maximum curvature when using
biclothoid fillets is larger than the original curve and consequently the feedrate has to be
decreased in order to keep the jerk and acceleration within the limits of the machine.
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Figure 6.6 The sharpness of the original parametric curve (blue) and the sharpness of the
toolpath smoothed using biclothoid fillets (red). The maximum sharpness when using
biclothoid fillets is larger than the original curve and consequently the feedrate has to be
decreased in order to keep the jerk and acceleration within the limits of the machine.
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Figure 6.7 When using biclothoid fillets to smooth the toolpath the feedrate increases. For
maximum feedrate calculations, jmax = 100000 mms3 and amax = 9800
mm
s2 were used as the jerk
and acceleration limits respectively. The cycle time decreases by almost 50% in comparison
to figure 6.3. However spline fitting can give better results. Compare with figure 6.15.
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6.3 Posture Estimation
The first step in converting a line spline to a clothoid spline is to have an estimate of the curvature and
angle at every point. In this chapter a few methods for posture estimation will be introduced and their
advantages and disadvantages will be compared.
6.3.1 Posture Estimation Using Cubic Polynomials
In [3], cubic polynomials are used to estimate first and second derivatives (and hence angle and
curvature) at each point of the original curve. Two polynomials with the general form given in
equations 6.3 and 6.4 are fitted for each input point (Pi).
x(t) = a3t3+a2t2+a1t+a0 (6.3)
y(t) = b3t3+b2t2+b1t+b0 (6.4)
In order to fit a cubic polynomial, four points are needed. In [3], in order to estimate the angle
and curvature at a point like Pi, four points namely Pi−1, Pi, Pi+1 and Pi+2 are used. Also, the chord
length is used as the parameter for the polynomial curve. For the ith point, the below parameter values
are used:
t0 = 0.0 (6.5)
t1 = ||Pi,Pi−1|| (6.6)
t2 = t1+ ||Pi+1,Pi|| (6.7)
t3 = t2+ ||Pi+2,Pi+1|| (6.8)
Substituting t in 6.3 from 6.5 to 6.8 results in the below four equations.
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a0 = xi−1 (6.9)
a3t13+a2t12+a1t1+a0 = xi (6.10)
a3t23+a2t22+a1t2+a0 = xi+1 (6.11)
a3t33+a2t32+a1t3+a0 = xi+2 (6.12)
Equations 6.9 to 6.12 comprise a system of four linear equations from which the four coefficients
of the cubic polynomial can be calculated. Similarly, the coefficients of 6.4 can be calculated. After
calculating both polynomials, first and second derivatives at Pi can be calculated using equations 6.13
to 6.14:
dx
dt
(at Pi) = 3a3t12+2a2t1+a1 (6.13)
dy
dt
(at Pi) = 3b3t12+2b2t1+b1 (6.14)
d2x
dt2
(at Pi) = 6a3t1+2a2 (6.15)
d2y
dt2
(at Pi) = 6b3t1+2b2 (6.16)
In [3], after calculating first and second derivatives at each point, quintic polynomials are fitted
between each two successive points. For the segment between Pi−1 and Pi, one quintic polynomial
like 6.17 is fitted for x axis and another one (6.18) is calculated for the y axis.
x(t) = c5t5+ c4t4+ c3t3+ c2t2+ c1t+ c0 (6.17)
y(t) = d5t5+d4t4+d3t3+d2t2+d1t+d0 (6.18)
Each of the quintic polynomials, has 6 coefficients and consequently 12 equations are needed
to determine the coefficients. Since x(ti−1), x(ti), dxdt (ti−1),
dx
dt (ti),
d2x
dt2 (ti−1),
d2x
dt2 (ti), y(ti−1), y(ti),
dy
dt (ti−1),
dy
dt (ti),
d2y
dt2 (ti−1) and
d2y
dt2 (ti) can be determined by evaluating equations 6.3 and 6.4 and their
derivatives at ti−1 and ti, the 12 equations are available.
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Applying the method from [3] to the toolpath in figure 6.2, gives the quintic spline in figure 6.8
(the green curve). The corresponding curvature and sharpness profiles are also plotted in figures 6.9
(green curve) and 6.10 (green curve) respectively.
Figures 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10 also show the results when instead of quintic splines, clothoid splines
are used (plotted in red). In order to generate a clothoid spline, the method explained in section 5.5.1
is used and three back to back clothoids are fitted between each two points. In order to determine the
postures at each point, equations 6.19 and 6.20 are used to calculate the tangential angle and curvature
at each point from the first and second derivatives:
θ = tan−1(dy/dx) (6.19)
κ =
dx
dt × d
2y
dt2 − dydt × d
2x
dt2
(dxdt
2
+ dydt
2
)
3
2
(6.20)
Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show that irrespective of the spline type that is used, posture estimation using
cubic polynomials does not give good results. In figure 6.8, it can be seen that the generated spline is
close to the original curve. However, the plots in figures 6.9 and 6.10, indicate that the sharpness of
the resulting spline is much larger than the sharpness of the original curve, which shows that the fitted
splines are not a good estimate of the original curve.
6.3.2 Posture Estimation Using Circumscribing Circles
Instead of fitting cubic polynomials to every four points, a circular arc can be fitted to every three
points. This method is used in [12] to estimate postures. Every three points in a plane, define a
unique circle. In order to estimate curvature and angle at every point of the toolpath in figure 6.2, the
centre and radius of the circumscribing circle passing through each three successive points should be
calculated.
The centre and radius of an arc that passes through Pi−1 = (xi−1,yi−1), Pi = (xi,yi) and Pi+1 =
(xi+1,yi+1), can be determined using basic geometry. If the centre point is denoted as (xC,yC), then
the below three equations need to be satisfied:
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Figure 6.8 The toolpath from figure 6.2 (black) smoothed using a quintic spline (green) and
a clothoid spline (red). Cubic polynomials were used for posture estimation (same as the
method used in [3]). The original parametric curve is also plotted for comparison (dashed
blue). The plots cannot be easily distinguished in this figure, however their curvature and
sharpness profiles portrayed in figures 6.9 and 6.10 are very different.
(xi−1− xC)2+(yi−1− yC)2 = r2 (6.21)
(xi− xC)2+(yi− yC)2 = r2 (6.22)
(xi+1− xC)2+(yi+1− yC)2 = r2 (6.23)
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Figure 6.9 The curvature of the curves portrayed in figure 6.8. The curvature of the original
parametric curve (dashed blue), the curvature of quintic spline (green) and the curvature of
the clothoid spline (red) are plotted.
The three unknowns xC, yC and r can be determined by solving equations 6.21 to 6.23. After
determining the arc, the curvature at point Pi can be approximated as κ(at Pi) = 1r . The tangential
angle at Pi can be easily determined once the equation of the circle is known. Figures 6.11 and 6.12
show the curvature and sharpness of the clothoid spline when circumscribing circles are used for
posture estimation. These two figures show that circumscribing circles do not give a good estimate of
the posture and the resulting curve has many fluctuations in the curvature and also a large maximum
sharpness value.
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6.3.3 Posture Estimation Using Cubic Splines
Natural cubic splines can also be used for posture estimation. In this section, a cubic spline will be
fitted to every 5 input points and the posture at the middle point will be estimated. In order to estimate
the posture at Pi, a cubic spline will be fitted to Pi−2, Pi−1, Pi, Pi+1, Pi+2. One cubic spline will be
fitted for the x axis and another cubic spline will be fitted for the y axis.
In order to calculate the curve parameter values the same method used for cubic polynomial fitting
will be used:
t0 = 0.0 (6.24)
t1 = ||Pi,Pi−1|| (6.25)
t2 = t1+ ||Pi+1,Pi|| (6.26)
t3 = t2+ ||Pi+2,Pi+1|| (6.27)
t4 = t3+ ||Pi+3,Pi+2|| (6.28)
A cubic spline passing through 5 given points is consisted of 4 back to back connected cubic
polynomials. The method for determining these 4 polynomials for the x axis will be explained here.
The same method can be used to determine the 4 polynomials for the y axis. The 4 cubic polynomials
for the x axis are given in equations 6.29 to 6.32:
f1(t) = a31t
3+a21t
2+a11t+a01 t0 ≤ t < t1 (6.29)
f2(t) = a32t
3+a22t
2+a12t+a02 t1 ≤ t < t2 (6.30)
f3(t) = a33t
3+a23t
2+a13t+a03 t2 ≤ t < t3 (6.31)
f4(t) = a34t
3+a24t
2+a14t+a04 t3 ≤ t ≤ t4 (6.32)
There are 16 unknowns in equations 6.29 to 6.32. To determine these unknowns, 16 equations are
needed. Since the cubic spline should pass through points Pi−2 to Pi+2 the below 8 equations need to
be satisfied:
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f1(t0) = xi−2 (6.33)
f1(t1) = xi−1 (6.34)
f2(t1) = xi−1 (6.35)
f2(t2) = xi (6.36)
f3(t2) = xi (6.37)
f3(t3) = xi+1 (6.38)
f4(t3) = xi+1 (6.39)
f4(t4) = xi+2 (6.40)
(6.41)
As mentioned earlier, each cubic spline will be composed of 4 cubic polynomials with C2
continuity at their common points. When two curves meet each other with C2-continuity, their
function values, first derivative values and second derivative values will be equal at the common point.
Therefore the below 6 equations can be written for the 4 cubic polynomials comprising the cubic
spline:
d f1
dt
(t1) =
d f2
dt
(t1) (6.42)
d f2
dt
(t2) =
d f3
dt
(t2) (6.43)
d f3
dt
(t3) =
d f4
dt
(t3) (6.44)
d2 f1
dt2
(t1) =
d2 f2
dt2
(t1) (6.45)
d2 f2
dt2
(t2) =
d2 f3
dt2
(t2) (6.46)
d2 f3
dt2
(t3) =
d2 f4
dt2
(t3) (6.47)
(6.48)
So far 14 equations (6.33 to 6.47) have been given. There are different methods for determining
the last two equations. One of the most common methods is to set the second derivative equal to zero
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at the start and at the end of the cubic spline (equations 6.49 and 6.50). The cubic spline calculated
using this method is called a natural cubic spline [101].
d2 f1
dt2
(t0) = 0 (6.49)
d2 f4
dt2
(t4) = 0 (6.50)
The 16 unknowns in equations 6.29 to 6.32 can be determined by solving 16 linear equations
(6.33 to 6.50). There are methods to decrease the number of equations to N−1 for N polynomial
segments which will result in an easier and much faster solution [101].
After solving the equations and determining the coefficients, the first and second derivatives for
the x axis at Pi can be determined using equations 6.51 and 6.52. In a similar way,
dy
dt (at Pi) and
d2y
dt2 (at Pi) can be calculated.
dx
dt
(at Pi) =
d f3
dt
(t = t2) = 3a33t2
2+2a23t2+a13 (6.51)
d2x
dt2
(at Pi) =
d2 f3
dt2
(t = t2) = 6a33t2+2a23 (6.52)
After finding the first and second derivatives, angle and curvature can be determined using
equations 6.19 and 6.20. Finally when the angle and curvature are calculated the postures at every
point will be fully determined. Figures 6.13 and 6.14 show the curvature and sharpness of the clothoid
spline when cubic splines for every 5 points are used for posture estimation. These figures show that
using cubic splines for posture estimation gives the best results among the methods discussed in this
chapter. Figure 6.14 shows that the maximum sharpness of the fitted clothoid spline is close to that of
the original parametric curve. This proves that the clothoid spline when cubic splines are used for
posture estimation, is doing a decent job in approximating the original parametric curve just by using
12 given points from the original curve.
To see the effect of fitting a clothoid spline to the input points, the feedrate when the clothoid
spline is processed by a CNC controller has been simulated and plotted in figure 6.15. The figure
shows that the machine does not have to slow down at the transitions any more and can move at the
programmed feedrate. As a result the cycle time decreases by almost 75%.
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Figure 6.10 The sharpness of the original parametric curve (dashed blue), the sharpness of
quintic spline (green) and the sharpness of the clothoid spline (red) fitted to the toolpath in
figure 6.2. Cubic polynomials were used for posture estimation (same as the method used in
[3]).
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Figure 6.11 The curvature of the original parametric curve (dashed blue) and the curvature of
the clothoid spline (red) fitted to the toolpath in figure 6.2 when circumscribing circles are
used for posture estimation.
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Figure 6.12 The sharpness of the original parametric curve (dashed blue) and the sharpness
of clothoid spline (red) fitted to the toolpath in figure 6.2 when circumscribing circles are
used for posture estimation.
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Figure 6.13 The curvature of the original parametric curve (dashed blue) and the curvature of
the clothoid spline (red) fitted to the toolpath in figure 6.2 when cubic splines (for every 5
points) are used for posture estimation.
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Figure 6.14 The sharpness of the original parametric curve (dashed blue) and the sharpness
of the clothoid spline (red) fitted to the toolpath in figure 6.2 when cubic splines (for every 5
points) are used for posture estimation.
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Figure 6.15 When using cubic splines for posture estimation and after fitting a clothoid spline
the machine can move at the specified feedrate without having to slow down at any point. For
maximum feedrate calculations, jmax = 100000 mms3 and amax = 9800
mm
s2 were used as the
jerk and acceleration limits respectively. Compare this result with figure 6.3 and figure 6.7.
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It was demonstrated that when the input toolpath is consisted of a large number of small line segments,
corner smoothing methods do not give a satisfactory result. A smooth spline should be fitted to
the input points instead. In order to fit a spline, posture estimation at the input points is necessary.
Three posture estimation methods were compared and it was demonstrated that cubic splines give
the best posture estimates among the compared methods. After estimating the postures at the input
points, a triclothoid was fitted between each two successive input points. The resulting toolpath is
G2-continuous and closely approximates the original parametric curve that was converted to line
segments by the CAD-CAM application. By using the proposed method the cycle time can decrease
by about 73% compared to the case that no smoothing is used (figure 6.3 shows that the cycle time is
about 1.688s without any smoothing. The cycle time decreases to 0.448s using the proposed method
as displayed in figure 6.15). It should be noted that 73% reduction is the reduction in the specific
studied case. For every part program the reduction in cycle time will be different and depends on
the shape of the toolpath. However the given example is consisted of line segments with mostly
wide angles between each two line segments. This type of toolpath is quite common in laser cutting
applications and therefore it is expected that the proposed method can save a considerable time for a
large group of part programs.
Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
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Three novel path smoothing methods using clothoids were introduced: a corner smoothing method, a
spline fitting method and a parametric curve subdivision method. Using these three methods, a wide
range of part programs can be smoothed before executing on a CNC machine.
The flowchart in figure 7.1, shows how these methods can be used in different scenarios to ensure
smooth and fast operation of CNC machines. If the toolpath is consisted of lines and arcs, corner
smoothing method from chapter 4 can be used to smooth the toolpath. If the toolpath is made up of a
large number of small line segments, spline fitting method from chapter 6 can be used. If there are
parametric curves in the part program, then they can be converted to clothoid splines using the method
proposed in chapter 5. After smoothing the toolpath, maximum permissible feedrate considering
machine limits will be calculated and finally the machine will be able to execute the part program
without violating the mechanical limits.
As will be explained in the following subsections, the proposed methods have several important
advantages over the existing methods. Specially the corner smoothing method is the first method in
the field that can handle part programs composed of lines and arcs and unlike all of the other existing
methods, is not limited to line-only part programs.
7.1.1 Corner Smoothing
Part programs are generally consisted of lines and arcs. In line to line transitions, unless the two line
segments are completely tangent, there is a sudden change in the tangential angle of the toolpath. In
line to arc transitions and arc to arc transitions, again unless the two moves are completely tangent, a
sudden change in the tangential angle can take place. In line to arc transitions, even when the two
moves are completely tangent, a sudden change in the curvature takes place. This is also true for
tangent arc to arc transitions when the arcs have unequal radii.
Existing methods in the literature can solve the discontinuity problem in line to line transitions.
However none of the existing methods can smooth the discontinuities in line to arc and arc to arc
transitions. There is only one work [62] which proposes a method for smoothing line to arc and arc to
arc transitions. However it has a major limitation which is the inability to limit the deviation between
the smoothed toolpath and the original toolpath. This limitations makes the method proposed in [62]
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Part Program
Arcs and Line Segments Small Line Segments Parametric Curve
Corner Smoothing
(Chapter 4)
Spline Fitting
(Chapter 6)
Clothoid Subdivision
(Chapter 5)
Jerk Limits
Acceleration Limits
Velocity Limits
Feedrate Calculation
(Sections 3.3 and 4.6)
Interpolator
Figure 7.1 The diagram shows how the three methods proposed in this thesis can be used
depending on the type of the toolpath.
infeasible for most CNC applications since maintaining the accuracy of the toolpath is of crucial
importance in this field.
In this thesis, a novel corner smoothing method which can be applied to part programs consisted
of lines and arcs was proposed. The proposed method is the first method in this field that can smooth
out discontinuities in line to arc, arc to line and arc to arc cases as well as the simpler case of line to
line transitions.
In the proposed method the deviation between the original toolpath and the smoothed toolpath
can be limited according to a specified tolerance. Two back to back clothoids are used to smooth each
corner. Equations for calculating the acceleration and jerk when moving on clothoids were extracted.
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Using these equations, a formula for calculating maximum permissible feedrate when moving on the
smoothing fillets was derived.
To test the robustness of the proposed method, a large number of different scenarios were examined
and it was observed that the proposed algorithm can smooth the discontinuities in all of the tested
cases.
In addition to the simulation tests, the proposed method was tested on a CNC machine and a part
was cut using the proposed fillets. The same part was also cut without using the proposed method. It
was observed that the cut quality significantly increases when the proposed method is used. The cycle
time also decreases considerably.
To better emphasize some of the advantages of the proposed method in comparison to the existing
methods, the same toolpath was smoothed using Bezier curves as the fillets. It was demonstrated
that the cycle time using the proposed method can be up to 38% shorter for the same toolpath in
comparison to the case where Bezier curves are used.
One other important advantage of the proposed method is that it uses clothoids which are arc
length parameterised. This feature of clothoid fillets makes the interpolation of the smoothed tool
path much easier and also eliminates feedrate fluctuations which can have a detrimental effect on the
cut quality.
7.1.2 Parametric Curve Subdivision
Parametric curves like Bezier curves and NURBS are often used in CAD software for designing parts.
However, CNC controllers cannot easily process these curves. There are some methods to directly
interpolate parametric curves. Nevertheless, these methods often result in feedrate fluctuations. The
main issue is that generally parametric curves are not arc length parameterised. Most of the time the
arc length cannot be analytically calculated either and the only way to calculate the arc length is by
using integration. Therefore in order to process parametric curves, they first have to be divided into
simpler curves.
There are methods available in the literature to approximate a parametric curve using a series
of lines. This is the most common method used by CAD-CAM software. The problem with this
method is that a parametric curve has to be divided into a large number of line segments. The resulting
toolpath will have discontinuities is both tangential angle and curvature.
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A better approach for subdividing a parametric curve is to convert it into a series of tangent arcs.
The advantage is that using tangent arcs the resulting toolpath will have G1-continuity, i.e. tangential
angle will be continuous. However, even using arcs, curvature discontinuities will still exist in the
toolpath.
In this thesis, a novel method for converting parametric curves to a series of clothoids was
proposed. The proposed method can convert a parametric curve to a G2-continuous arc-length
parameterised toolpath which then can be smoothly processed by a CNC machine. The deviation
between the original parametric curve and the approximating clothoid spline can be limited to a
specified tolerance.
The proposed method for subdividing parametric curves was explained using an example. A
parametric curve was approximated using line segments, biarcs and clothoids and the results in the
three cases were compared. It was demonstrated that using the proposed method, a G2-continuous
toolpath can be attained, while using arcs only gives G1-continuity and using lines results in only
G0-continuity.
It was also demonstrated that using the proposed method, a smaller number of primitive curves
are needed to achieve the same deviation tolerance. Therefore using the proposed method, the size of
the part program will be decreased as well. The decrease in the number of primitives becomes more
significant when a tighter tolerance is used.
7.1.3 Spline Fitting
Most of the CAD-CAM applications do not generate part programs with parametric curves in them.
The main reason is that most of the CNC machines do not accept parametric curves as valid shapes in
the input part program. Therefore, most of the CAD-CAM applications convert parametric curves
into a series of small line segments. The CNC controller then fits a spline to the given line segments
in order to regenerate the parametric curve and interpolate it smoothly.
There are several spline fitting methods in the existing literature. Most of these methods use
polynomial curve segments to generate the spline. They also use various methods for posture
estimation, i.e. for estimating the tangential angle and curvature at each input point.
To handle the part programs consisted of a large number of small line segments, a novel method
was proposed in this thesis. The proposed method, uses cubic splines fitted to every 5 successive
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points for posture estimation. After estimating the posture at every input point, three clothoids are
fitted between each two postures.
The proposed method has a number of advantages over the existing methods. One advantage is
that the spline is consisted of a series of clothoids which are arc length parameterised. Therefore, the
fitted spline can be interpolated without any fluctuations in the feedrate.
Another advantage of the proposed method is that the fitted spline closely approximates the
original parametric curve that was used for creating the small line segments. Not only the positions
on the toolpath are close to those of the original parametric curve, but also the curvature profile of the
fitted spline is similar to the curvature profile of the original curve.
Comparing the proposed posture estimation method with some of the existing methods in the
literature, shows that using cubic splines for posture estimation results in a smoother toolpath and a
curvature profile which is closer to the curvature profile of the original parametric curve. It was also
demonstrated that due to a higher level of smoothness, a higher feedrate value can be applied without
exceeding the acceleration and jerk limits of the machine. Therefore, using the proposed method, the
cycle time can be decreased as well.
7.1.4 Feedrate Calculation
In addition to developing the smoothing methods, equations for calculating acceleration and jerk
values when moving on lines, arcs and clothoids were extracted. These equations can be used to
calculate the maximum permissible feedrate considering maximum curvature and sharpness (derivative
of curvature) of the toolpath. This approach guarantees that the acceleration and jerk limits of the
machine will not be exceeded.
In many of the existing methods, only curvature of the toolpath is taken into account when
calculating the maximum permissible feedrate. In other words, the effect of sharpness on the jerk
values has been overlooked and it has been assumed that only curvature affects the maximum
permissible feedrate. In some cases the authors have suggested methods to minimise curvature in
order to maximise the feedrate (for example see [36] and [37]). However, without considering the
derivative of curvature, minimising the curvature may not result in the optimum feedrate.
In this research though, it was proved that the sharpness of the toolpath is as important as the
curvature and should be considered in the calculations (refer to chapter 3 and section 4.6 for more
details).
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7.2.1 G3 Continuity
It has been reported that using higher degrees of continuity like G3-continuity can improve tracking
accuracy and decrease the vibrations on the machine [40, 69].
When a G2-continuous toolpath is processed by a CNC machine, the velocity, acceleration and
jerk on the joints of the machine will be limited. Velocity and acceleration will be continuous as well.
Jerk, on the other hand will have step changes, however its magnitude can be limited according to the
machine limits.
With a G3-continuous toolpath, in addition to velocity and acceleration, jerk will have a continuous
function as well. In other words, the derivative of jerk will be limited. The derivative of jerk is called
jounce (also known as snap).
Using a G3-continuous toolpath and a G3-continuous smoothing algorithm, can only be justified
when a jounce-limited planner is used for velocity profile generation. The reason is that even if
the toolpath is G3-continuous, without having a jounce-limited tangential movement, the resulting
jounce on the participating joints will not be limited. In other words, jounce limited velocity profile
generation, is a prerequisite for effectively using G3-continuous smoothing algorithms.
For G3-continuity, instead of clothoids, cubic spirals or in general intrinsic spirals can be used.
Intrinsic spirals are a generalisation of clothoids [102]. While in a clothoid, the curvature is a linear
function of the arc length, in intrinsic spirals, the curvature is a polynomial function of the arc length
[102]. Cubic spirals are a subcategory of intrinsic spirals and have been used in rail road design for
high speed trains [72, 103] and for path planning for mobile robots [104–107].
If a suitable primitive curve (e.g. cubic spiral) is selected, then the three smoothing methods in
this thesis can be extended to use the new primitive curve instead of clothoids in order to achieve
G3-continuity.
7.2.2 Three Dimensional Toolpaths
As mentioned before, almost all of the methods proposed in the literature can only be applied to line
to line transitions. Since each two lines define a plane, it can be argued that almost all of the existing
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methods are limited to two dimensions. The methods proposed in this thesis have also been tested
only in two dimensional scenarios.
Extending the proposed methods to 3D cases can be an interesting research topic. The fact that
clothoids are arc length parameterised may facilitate the extension.
7.2.3 CNC Machines with More Axes
For machines with more than three axes (e.g. 5 axis machines), at least two curves are needed: one for
smoothing the tool tip position and one for smoothing the orientation [29, 42]. The methods proposed
in this thesis can be extended to cases were a higher number of axes are used. However maintaining
the arc length parameterisation feature of the smoothed toolpath may be challenging.
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Appendix A
Machine Trials (Corner Smoothing)
Code
In this appendix the C++ code used for fitting biclothoid fillets between two lines, an arc and a line or
two arcs is provided. This code has been used to generate the toolpath for machine trials (refer to
chapter 4 for the corresponding algorithms and machining results).
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clothoid.h
#pragma once
#include "posture.h"
#include "shape.h"
class Clothoid: public Shape
{
public:
Clothoid();
Clothoid(Posture posture0, double s, double c);
~Clothoid();
Posture GetPostureAtS(double s) override;
double GetC();
void SetC(double c);
Posture GetPosture0();
void SetPosture0(Posture posture0);
double GetSharpnessAtS(double s) override;
double GetCurvatureAtS(double s) override;
double GetAngleAtS(double s) override;
private:
// Sharpness of the clothoid
double c_;
// Posture at the beginning of the clothoid
Posture posture0_;
};
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clothoid.cpp
#include "clothoid.h"
#include "posture.h"
#include "globals.h"
#include "fresnel.h"
#include <cmath>
#include <complex>
#include "arc.h"
#include <sstream>
#include <iomanip>
#include "subdivider.h"
Clothoid::Clothoid()
{
}
Clothoid::~Clothoid()
{
}
// Creates a clothoid object with length equal to s and
// sharpness equal to c and posture0 at the beginning
Clothoid::Clothoid(Posture posture0, double s, double c)
{
posture0_ = posture0;
arc_length_ = s;
c_ = c;
}
// Returns the posture (i.e. curvature, angle and position) at
// the arc length of s
Posture Clothoid::GetPostureAtS(double s)
{
if (s > arc_length_)
{
s = arc_length_;
}
else if (s < 0)
{
s = 0;
}
double x0 = posture0_[0];
double y0 = posture0_[1];
double theta0 = posture0_.theta_;
double k0 = posture0_.k_;
double ke = k0 + c_*s;
double thetae = theta0 + 0.5*c_*s*s + k0*s;
double xe = x0;
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double ye = y0;
if (fabs(arc_length_) < 1e-8)
{
xe = x0;
ye = y0;
ke = k0;
thetae = theta0;
}
else if (fabs(c_) < 1e-8)
{
if (abs(k0) < 1e-8)
{
xe = x0 + s*cos(theta0);
ye = y0 + s*sin(theta0);
}
else
{
xe = x0 + (sin(theta0 + k0*s) - sin(theta0)) / k0;
ye = y0 - (cos(theta0 + k0*s) - cos(theta0)) / k0;
}
}
else
{
Complex sqrt_rc;
if (c_ < 0)
{
sqrt_rc = Complex(0.0, sqrt(-1.0 / c_));
}
else
{
sqrt_rc = Complex(sqrt(1.0 / c_), 0.0);
}
Complex sqrt_pi = sqrt(PI);
Complex val = (k0 + c_*s)*sqrt_rc / sqrt_pi;
Complex fresnelc1 = fresnel_c(val);
Complex fresnels1 = fresnel_s(val);
val = k0*sqrt_rc / sqrt_pi;
Complex fresnelc2 = fresnel_c(val);
Complex fresnels2 = fresnel_s(val);
val = -0.5* k0 *k0 / c_ + theta0;
Complex cos1 = cos(val);
Complex sin1 = sin(val);
Complex cdx = sqrt_pi*sqrt_rc*(cos1*(fresnelc1 - fresnelc2) -
sin1*(fresnels1 - fresnels2));↪→
Complex cdy = sqrt_pi*sqrt_rc*(cos1*(fresnels1 - fresnels2) +
sin1*(fresnelc1 - fresnelc2));↪→
double dx = cdx.real();
double dy = cdy.real();
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xe = x0 + dx;
ye = y0 + dy;
}
return Posture(xe, ye, thetae, ke);
}
double Clothoid::GetC()
{
return c_;
}
void Clothoid::SetC(double c)
{
c_ = c;
}
Posture Clothoid::GetPosture0()
{
return posture0_;
}
void Clothoid::SetPosture0(Posture posture0)
{
posture0_ = posture0;
}
double Clothoid::GetSharpnessAtS(double s)
{
return c_;
}
double Clothoid::GetCurvatureAtS(double s)
{
if (s > arc_length_)
{
s = arc_length_;
}
else if (s < 0)
{
s = 0;
}
double k0 = posture0_.k_;
double ke = k0 + c_*s;
return ke;
}
double Clothoid::GetAngleAtS(double s)
{
if (s > arc_length_)
{
s = arc_length_;
}
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else if (s < 0)
{
s = 0;
}
double k0 = posture0_.k_;
double theta0 = posture0_.theta_;
double thetae = theta0 + 0.5*c_*s*s + k0*s;
return thetae;
}
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bi_clothoid.h
#pragma once
#include "clothoid.h"
#include "posture.h"
#include "shape.h"
#include "line.h"
#include "arc.h"
class BiClothoid: public Shape
{
public:
BiClothoid();
BiClothoid(Posture posture0);
~BiClothoid();
double GetMaxCurvature();
Posture GetPostureAtS(double s) override;
void SolveForSTotal(double s_total);
Clothoid GetClothoid(int n);
double GetMaxFeedrate(double j_max);
void SetC(double c);
void SetS1(double s1);
void SetS2(double s2);
double GetC();
double GetS1();
double GetS2();
void SetStartPosture(Posture posture);
void SetEndPosture(Posture posture);
double DistanceFromPoint(Point point, Posture* closest_posture = NULL, double
tolerance = 0, double* closest_fraction = NULL) override;↪→
private:
// Sharpness of the first clothoid. The second clothoid
// has a sharpness of -c_
double c_;
// Arc length of the first clothoid
double s1_;
// Arc length of the second clothoid
double s2_;
// The posture at the beginning of the biclothoid
Posture posture0_;
// Posture at the end of the biclothoid
Posture posturee_;
};
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bi_clothoid.cpp
#include "bi_clothoid.h"
#include <cmath>
#include "globals.h"
#include <cassert>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "point.h"
#include <sstream>
#include <iomanip>
#include "angle.h"
BiClothoid::BiClothoid()
{
}
BiClothoid::BiClothoid(Posture posture0)
{
posture0_ = posture0;
}
// Returns positive or negative curvature with maximum absolute value
double BiClothoid::GetMaxCurvature()
{
double ks = posture0_.k_;
double km = ks + c_*s1_;
double ke = km - c_*s2_;
double k_max = fmax(ks, km);
k_max = fmax(k_max, ke);
double k_min = fmin(ks, km);
k_min = fmin(k_min, ke);
double k_abs_max = (fabs(k_max) > fabs(k_min)) ? k_max : k_min;
return k_abs_max;
}
BiClothoid::~BiClothoid()
{
}
// This function fits a biclothoid with a given length
// between posture_0 and posture_e. Calculates c_,
// s1_ and s2_, so that
// s1_ + s2_ = s_total
// c_*s1_ - c_*s2_ = ke - k0
// k0*s1_ + 0.5*c_*s1_ ^ 2 + (k0 + c_*s1_)*s2_ - 0.5*c_*s2_ ^ 2
// = theta_e - theta_0
// Refer to equations 4.5 to 4.8 in chapter 4 of the thesis
void BiClothoid::SolveForSTotal(double s_total)
{
arc_length_ = s_total;
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double k0 = posture0_.k_;
double ke = posturee_.k_;
double delta_theta = posturee_.theta_ - posture0_.theta_;
if (delta_theta > PI)
{
delta_theta -= 2 * PI;
}
else if (delta_theta < -PI)
{
delta_theta += 2 * PI;
}
if (k0 == ke)
{
s1_ = 0.5*s_total;
s2_ = s1_;
c_ = -2*k0 / s1_ + delta_theta / (s1_*s1_);
}
else
{
double s = s_total;
double s1;
double s2;
double expr = sqrt(delta_theta*delta_theta - delta_theta*s*(k0 + ke) +
0.5*k0*k0*s*s + 0.5*ke*ke*s*s);↪→
s1 = (delta_theta - ke*s - expr) / (k0 - ke);
s2 = (delta_theta - ke*s + expr) / (k0 - ke);
int s1_is_valid = 0;
int s2_is_valid = 0;
if ((s1 > EPS9) && (s1 < (s_total + EPS9)))
{
s1_is_valid = 1;
}
if ((s2 > EPS9) && (s2 < (s_total + EPS9)))
{
s2_is_valid = 1;
}
if (s1_is_valid && s2_is_valid)
{
//find the one that has less absolute angle change
//case 1: s1 first s2 second
double c = (ke - k0) / (s1 - s2);
double delta_theta_1 = fabs(k0*s1 + 0.5*c*s1*s1) + fabs((k0 + c*s1)*s2
- 0.5*c*s2*s2);↪→
//case 2: s2 first s1 second
c = (ke - k0) / (s2 - s1);
double delta_theta_2 = fabs(k0*s2 + 0.5*c*s2*s2) + fabs((k0 + c*s2)*s1
- 0.5*c*s1*s1);↪→
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if (delta_theta_1 <= delta_theta_2)
{
s1_ = s1;
}
else
{
s1_ = s2;
}
}
else if (s1_is_valid)
{
s1_ = s1;
}
else if (s2_is_valid)
{
s1_ = s2;
}
else
{
s1_ = 0;
}
s2_ = s - s1_;
if (s2_ < 0)
{
s2_ = 0;
}
c_ = (ke - k0) / (s1_ - s2_);
double test1 = k0 + c_*s1_ - c_*s2_ - ke;
double test2 = k0*s1_ + 0.5*c_*s1_*s1_ + (k0 + c_*s1_)*s2_ -
0.5*c_*s2_*s2_ - delta_theta;↪→
double delta_theta_1 = k0*s1_ + 0.5*c_*s1_*s1_;
double delta_theta_2 = (k0 + c_*s1_)*s2_ - 0.5*c_*s2_*s2_;
assert(fabs(test1) < EPS5);
assert(fabs(test2) < EPS5);
}
}
// Returns the first of the second clothoid object
Clothoid BiClothoid::GetClothoid(int n)
{
Clothoid clothoid1 = Clothoid();
Clothoid clothoid2 = Clothoid();
clothoid1.SetPosture0(posture0_);
clothoid1.SetC(c_);
clothoid1.SetLength(s1_);
if (n == 0)
{
return clothoid1;
}
else
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{
clothoid2.SetPosture0(clothoid1.GetEndPosture());
clothoid2.SetC(-c_);
clothoid2.SetLength(s2_);
return clothoid2;
}
}
// Calculates maximum permissible feedrate on the biclothoid
// so that the jerk limit is not exceeded
double BiClothoid::GetMaxFeedrate(double j_max)
{
double c = c_;
double k_max = GetMaxCurvature();
double denom = sqrt(c*c + k_max*k_max*k_max*k_max);
double num = j_max;
double result = 60.0 * pow((num / denom), (1.0 / 3.0));
return result;
}
void BiClothoid::SetS1(double s1)
{
s1_ = s1;
}
void BiClothoid::SetS2(double s2)
{
s2_ = s2;
}
double BiClothoid::GetC()
{
return c_;
}
double BiClothoid::GetS1()
{
return s1_;
}
double BiClothoid::GetS2()
{
return s2_;
}
void BiClothoid::SetStartPosture(Posture posture)
{
posture0_ = posture;
}
void BiClothoid::SetEndPosture(Posture posture)
{
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posturee_ = posture;
}
// Calculates the minimum distance between the
// biclothoid and a given point
double BiClothoid::DistanceFromPoint(Point point, Posture * closest_posture,
double tolerance, double * closest_fraction)↪→
{
double eps = (1e-4)*arc_length_;
double tol = 0.01*PI / 180.0;
// sn: distance to the point is decreasing
double sn;
// sp: distance to the point is increasing
double sp;
double st;
Posture p;
double a_diff_ss = posture0_.AngleDiff(point);
double a_diff_ee = posturee_.AngleDiff(point);
double a_diff_ss_debug = a_diff_ss * 180 / PI;
double a_diff_ee_debug = a_diff_ee * 180 / PI;
double a_diff_s = a_diff_ss-PI/2;
double a_diff_e =a_diff_ee-PI/2;
double a_diff;
if ((a_diff_s < 0) && (a_diff_e > 0))
{
sn = 0.0;
sp = arc_length_;
do
{
st = (sn*a_diff_e - sp*a_diff_s) / (a_diff_e - a_diff_s);
p = GetPostureAtS(st);
a_diff = p.AngleDiff(point) - PI/2;
if (a_diff*a_diff_e > 0)
{
sp = st;
a_diff_e = a_diff;
}
else if (a_diff * a_diff_s > 0)
{
sn = st;
a_diff_s = a_diff;
}
else
{
break;
}
} while ((fabs(sp - sn) > eps) && (fabs(a_diff)>tol));
}
else
{
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double d1 = posture0_.Distance(point);
double d2 = posturee_.Distance(point);
if (d1 > d2)
{
st = arc_length_;
p = posturee_;
}
else
{
st = 0;
p = posture0_;
}
}
if (closest_fraction != NULL) *closest_fraction = st / arc_length_;
if (closest_posture != NULL) *closest_posture = p;
double distance = p.Distance(point);
return distance;
}
// Calculates the posture at a given arc length of the biclothoid
Posture BiClothoid::GetPostureAtS(double s)
{
Posture posture;
if (s <= s1_)
{
Clothoid clothoid1 = GetClothoid(0);
posture = clothoid1.GetPostureAtS(s);
}
else
{
Clothoid clothoid2 = GetClothoid(1);
posture = clothoid2.GetPostureAtS(s - s1_);
}
return posture;
}
void BiClothoid::SetC(double c)
{
c_ = c;
}
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bi_clothoid_fitter.h
#pragma once
#include "bi_clothoid.h"
class BiClothoidFitter
{
public:
static double FitNewton(Shape* shape1, Shape* shape2, double start_fraction,
BiClothoid* bi_biclothoid, double* shape2_fraction, int*
number_of_iterations, double s_total_0=0, double shape2_fraction_0=0);
↪→
↪→
static double FitNewtonForLines(Shape* shape1, Shape* shape2, double
start_fraction, BiClothoid* bi_biclothoid, double* shape2_fraction, int*
number_of_iterations, double s_total_0 = 0, double shape2_fraction_0 = 0);
↪→
↪→
static int FitWithToleranceNewton(Shape * shape1, Shape * shape2, BiClothoid *
bi_biclothoid, double min_shape1_fraction, double tolerance, double *
shape1_fraction, double* shape2_fraction, double* distance);
↪→
↪→
static double DistanceBetweenBiClothoidAndOriginalPath(Shape* shape1, Shape*
shape2, BiClothoid* bi_clothoid, double start_posture_on_shape1, double
end_posture_on_shahpe2);
↪→
↪→
private:
static int BothShapesAreLines(Shape* shape1, Shape* shape2);
};
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bi_clothoid_fitter.cpp
#include "bi_clothoid_fitter.h"
#include "bi_clothoid.h"
#include "globals.h"
#include "shape.h"
// Fits a biclothoid between two shapes
// Refer to Algorithm 1 in chapter 4
double BiClothoidFitter::FitNewton(Shape * shape1, Shape * shape2, double
start_fraction, BiClothoid * biclothoid_return, double *
shape2_fraction_return, int* number_of_iterations, double s_total_0, double
shape2_fraction_0)
↪→
↪→
↪→
{
BiClothoid bi_clothoid;
Posture posture0 = shape1->GetPostureAtFraction(start_fraction);
bi_clothoid.SetStartPosture(posture0);
double eps = (1e-6)*shape1->GetLength();
double tol = (1e-5)*shape1->GetLength();
double shape2_fraction =
(1.0-start_fraction)*shape1->GetLength()/shape2->GetLength();↪→
Posture posturee;
posturee = shape2->GetPostureAtFraction(shape2_fraction);
double s_total = posturee.Distance(posture0);
if (s_total_0 != 0)
{
s_total = s_total_0;
}
double f10, f20;
double f1, f2;
Point end_point;
int n = 10;
int i;
for (i=0; i<n; i++)
{
posturee = shape2->GetPostureAtFraction(shape2_fraction);
bi_clothoid.SetEndPosture(posturee);
bi_clothoid.SolveForSTotal(s_total);
end_point = bi_clothoid.GetEndPoint();
f10 = end_point[0] - posturee[0];
f20 = end_point[1] - posturee[1];
if ((fabs(f10) < tol) && (fabs(f20) < tol))
{
break;
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}
bi_clothoid.SolveForSTotal(s_total + eps);
end_point = bi_clothoid.GetEndPoint();
f1 = end_point[0] - posturee[0];
f2 = end_point[1] - posturee[1];
double j11 = (f1 - f10) / eps;
double j21 = (f2 - f20) / eps;
posturee = shape2->GetPostureAtFraction(shape2_fraction + eps);
bi_clothoid.SetEndPosture(posturee);
bi_clothoid.SolveForSTotal(s_total);
end_point = bi_clothoid.GetEndPoint();
f1 = end_point[0] - posturee[0];
f2 = end_point[1] - posturee[1];
double j12 = (f1 - f10) / eps;
double j22 = (f2 - f20) / eps;
//|j11 j12|
//|j21 j22|
double det = j11*j22 - j12*j21;
if (det == 0)
{
break;
}
//find inverse(j)
//(1/det)* |j22 -j12|
// |-j21 j11|
double ij11 = j22 / det;
double ij12 = -j12 / det;
double ij21 = -j21 / det;
double ij22 = j11 / det;
double delta_s = -(ij11*f10 + ij12*f20);
double delta_fraction = -(ij21*f10 + ij22*f20);
s_total += delta_s;
shape2_fraction += delta_fraction;
}
*number_of_iterations = i;
*biclothoid_return = bi_clothoid;
*shape2_fraction_return = shape2_fraction;
double distance = sqrt(f10*f10 + f20*f20);
return distance;
}
// Fits a biclothoid between two lines.
// Fitting a biclothoid between two lines is easier due to symmetry.
// The distance from the endpoint of the biclothoid to the corner,
// is equal to the distance from the start point of the biclothoid to
// the corner.
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double BiClothoidFitter::FitNewtonForLines(Shape * shape1, Shape * shape2, double
start_fraction, BiClothoid * biclothoid_return, double *
shape2_fraction_return, int* number_of_iterations, double s_total_0, double
shape2_fraction_0)
↪→
↪→
↪→
{
BiClothoid bi_clothoid;
Posture posture0 = shape1->GetPostureAtFraction(start_fraction);
bi_clothoid.SetStartPosture(posture0);
double eps = (1e-6)*shape1->GetLength();
double tol = (1e-5)*shape1->GetLength();
double shape2_fraction = (1.0 - start_fraction)*shape1->GetLength() /
shape2->GetLength();↪→
Posture posturee;
posturee = shape2->GetPostureAtFraction(shape2_fraction);
double s_total;
if (s_total_0 != 0)
{
s_total = s_total_0;
}
else
{
s_total = posturee.Distance(posture0);
}
double f10;
double f1;
Point end_point;
int n = 10;
int i;
bi_clothoid.SetEndPosture(posturee);
for (i = 0; i < n; i++)
{
bi_clothoid.SolveForSTotal(s_total);
end_point = bi_clothoid.GetEndPoint();
f10 = posturee.Distance(end_point);
if ((fabs(f10) < tol))
{
break;
}
bi_clothoid.SolveForSTotal(s_total + eps);
end_point = bi_clothoid.GetEndPoint();
f1 = posturee.Distance(end_point);
double df = (f1 - f10) / eps;
if (df == 0)
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{
break;
}
double delta_s = -(f10/df);
s_total += delta_s;
}
*number_of_iterations = i;
*biclothoid_return = bi_clothoid;
*shape2_fraction_return = shape2_fraction;
double distance = f10;
return distance;
}
// Fits a biclothoid between shape1 and shape2 with the given tolerance.
// Refer to algorithm 2 in chapter 4
int BiClothoidFitter::FitWithToleranceNewton(Shape * shape1, Shape * shape2,
BiClothoid * bi_biclothoid, double min_shape1_fraction, double tolerance,
double * shape1_fraction, double * shape2_fraction, double * distance)
↪→
↪→
{
int both_shapes_are_lines = BothShapesAreLines(shape1, shape2);
int max_iterations = 50;
double epsilon = 0.000001;
double error;
int total_iterations = 0;
int iterations;
if (both_shapes_are_lines)
{
error = FitNewtonForLines(shape1, shape2, min_shape1_fraction,
bi_biclothoid, shape2_fraction, &iterations);↪→
}
else
{
error = FitNewton(shape1, shape2, min_shape1_fraction, bi_biclothoid,
shape2_fraction, &iterations);↪→
}
total_iterations += iterations;
double yy1;
double prev_x3 = min_shape1_fraction;
yy1 = DistanceBetweenBiClothoidAndOriginalPath(shape1, shape2, bi_biclothoid,
min_shape1_fraction, *shape2_fraction);↪→
double y1 = yy1 - tolerance;
if (y1 < 1e-3)
{
*shape1_fraction = min_shape1_fraction;
*distance = y1 + tolerance;
return total_iterations;
}
double y2 = 0.0-tolerance;
double x1 = 0.0;
double x2 = 1.0;
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for (int i = 0; i < max_iterations; i++)
{
double x3 = (x1*y2 - x2*y1) / (y2 - y1);
if (x3 < 0)
{
x3 = 0;
}
else if (x3 > 1.0)
{
x3 = 1.0;
}
if (both_shapes_are_lines)
{
double s_total_guess = 0.0;
if (prev_x3 < 1.0)
{
s_total_guess = (1.0 - x3) / (1.0 -
prev_x3)*bi_biclothoid->GetLength();↪→
}
error = FitNewtonForLines(shape1, shape2, x3, bi_biclothoid,
shape2_fraction, &iterations, s_total_guess);↪→
}
else
{
error = FitNewton(shape1, shape2, x3, bi_biclothoid, shape2_fraction,
&iterations);↪→
}
prev_x3 = x3;
total_iterations += iterations;
double y3;
y3 = DistanceBetweenBiClothoidAndOriginalPath(shape1, shape2,
bi_biclothoid, x3, *shape2_fraction) - tolerance;↪→
if (fabs(y3)<0.05*tolerance)
{
*shape1_fraction = x3;
*distance = y3 + tolerance;
return total_iterations;
}
if (y3*y1 > 0)
{
y1 = y3;
x1 = x3;
}
else if (y3*y2 > 0)
{
y2 = y3;
x2 = x3;
}
else
{
return total_iterations;
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}
}
return total_iterations;
}
// Calculates the distance between the biclothoid and the original path
// composed of shape1 and shape2. See equation 4.9 in chapter 4.
double BiClothoidFitter::DistanceBetweenBiClothoidAndOriginalPath(Shape * shape1,
Shape * shape2, BiClothoid * bi_clothoid, double start_posture_on_shape1,
double end_posture_on_shape2)
↪→
↪→
{
if (BothShapesAreLines(shape1, shape2))
{
Point corner_point = shape1->GetPointAtFraction(1.0);
Point middle_point = bi_clothoid->GetPointAtFraction(0.5);
double distance = corner_point.Distance(middle_point);
return distance;
}
double fraction = fmin((1.0 - start_posture_on_shape1), 0.02);
double s = shape1->GetLength();
double eps = fraction*s;
Point point = shape1->GetPointAtS(s-eps);
double d1 = bi_clothoid->DistanceFromPoint(point);
point = shape1->GetPointAtS(s);
double corner_fraction;
double d2 = bi_clothoid->DistanceFromPoint(point,NULL,0.0,&corner_fraction);
s = shape2->GetLength();
fraction = fmin(end_posture_on_shape2, 0.02);
eps = fraction*s;
point = shape2->GetPointAtS(eps);
double d3 = bi_clothoid->DistanceFromPoint(point);
if ((d2 >= d3) && (d2 >= d1))
{
//the corner is the furthest point
return d2;
}
else
{
//see which direction we should go:
if (d3 >= d1)
{
double distance1 = shape2->MaxDistanceWithShape(bi_clothoid, 0,
end_posture_on_shape2);↪→
return distance1;
}
else //(d1>=d2)
{
double distance1 = shape1->MaxDistanceWithShape(bi_clothoid,
start_posture_on_shape1, 1.0);↪→
return distance1;
}
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}
}
// Returns 1 if both shapes are lines, 0 otherwise
int BiClothoidFitter::BothShapesAreLines(Shape * shape1, Shape * shape2)
{
int result;
Line* line1 = dynamic_cast<Line*>(shape1);
Line* line2 = dynamic_cast<Line*>(shape2);
if ((line1 != NULL) && (line2!=NULL))
{
result = 1;
}
else
{
result = 0;
}
return result;
}
Appendix B
Simulation Code
In this appendix the C++ code used for fitting triclothoids between two postures is provided. This
code has been used to generate clothoid splines for parametric curve subdivision and also spline fitting
(refer to chapters 5 and 6 for corresponding algorithms and examples). Also the subdivider algorithm
used to subdivide a parametric curve into a series of lines, biarcs or triclothoids has been provided.
Finally, the code used to implement the method proposed by Sencer et al. in [36] has been included.
This code was used to compare the method proposed in chapter 4 with the method proposed in [36].
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tri_clothoid.h
#pragma once
#include "clothoid.h"
#include "posture.h"
#include "shape.h"
#include "line.h"
#include "arc.h"
class TriClothoid: public Shape
{
public:
TriClothoid();
TriClothoid(Posture start_posture, Posture end_posture);
~TriClothoid();
Posture GetPostureAtS(double s) override;
Clothoid GetClothoid(int n);
void SetStartPosture(Posture posture);
void SetEndPosture(Posture posture);
void Solve();
private:
// Sharpness values of each of the three cltohoids
double c_[3];
// Arc length of each of the clothoids
double s_;
double c_back_[3];
double s_back_;
Posture posture0_;
Posture posturee_;
void SetC(int index, double c);
void SetS(double s);
double DeltaTheta();
void Backup();
void Restore();
void CalculateC2C3();
};
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tri_clothoid.cpp
#include "point.h"
#include "globals.h"
#include "clothoid.h"
#include "tri_clothoid.h"
#include "bi_clothoid.h"
#include "bi_clothoid_fitter.h"
#include <cmath>
#include <cassert>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <sstream>
#include <iomanip>
#include "tri_clothoid.h"
TriClothoid::TriClothoid()
{
}
TriClothoid::TriClothoid(Posture start_posture, Posture end_posture)
{
posture0_ = start_posture;
posturee_ = end_posture;
Solve();
}
TriClothoid::~TriClothoid()
{
}
// Returns the first, second or the third clothoid in the triclothoid
Clothoid TriClothoid::GetClothoid(int n)
{
Posture posture0 = posture0_;
Clothoid clothoid;
for (int i = 0; i < n; i++)
{
clothoid = Clothoid(posture0, s_, c_[i]);
posture0 = clothoid.GetEndPosture();
}
clothoid = Clothoid(posture0, s_, c_[n]);
return clothoid;
}
void TriClothoid::SetC(int index, double c)
{
c_[index] = c;
}
void TriClothoid::SetS(double s)
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{
s_ = s;
arc_length_ = 3*s_;
}
// Calculates the posture at the given arc length of the triclothoid
Posture TriClothoid::GetPostureAtS(double s)
{
Posture posture;
double local_s = fmax(s, 0.0);
int clothoid_found = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < 3; i++)
{
if (local_s <= s_)
{
Clothoid clothoid = GetClothoid(i);
posture = clothoid.GetPostureAtS(local_s);
clothoid_found = 1;
break;
}
else
{
local_s -= s_;
}
}
if (!clothoid_found)
{
Clothoid clothoid = GetClothoid(2);
posture = clothoid.GetEndPosture();
}
return posture;
}
void TriClothoid::SetStartPosture(Posture posture)
{
posture0_ = posture;
}
void TriClothoid::SetEndPosture(Posture posture)
{
posturee_ = posture;
}
// Implements the algorithm described in section 5.5
void TriClothoid::Solve()
{
double tol = 1e-16;
double eps = 1e-10;
int n = 0;
double d = posturee_.Distance(posture0_);
double c = (posturee_.k_ - posture0_.k_) / d;
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SetS(d / 3);
SetC(0, c);
CalculateC2C3();
Posture pte;
Posture pt_diff;
double f10, f20;
do
{
Backup();
pte = GetEndPosture();
pt_diff = pte.Subtract(posturee_);
f10 = pt_diff[0];
f20 = pt_diff[1];
if ((fabs(f10) < tol) && (fabs(f20) < tol)) break;
double s0 = s_;
double c0 = c_[0];
Backup();
SetS(s0 + eps);
CalculateC2C3();
pte = GetEndPosture();
pt_diff = pte.Subtract(posturee_);
double f1 = pt_diff[0];
double f2 = pt_diff[1];
double j11 = (f1 - f10) / eps;
double j21 = (f2 - f20) / eps;
Restore();
Backup();
SetC(0, c0 + eps);
CalculateC2C3();
pte = GetEndPosture();
pt_diff = pte.Subtract(posturee_);
f1 = pt_diff[0];
f2 = pt_diff[1];
double j12 = (f1 - f10) / eps;
double j22 = (f2 - f20) / eps;
Restore();
//|j11 j12|
//|j21 j22|
double det = j11*j22 - j12*j21;
if (det == 0)
{
break;
}
//find inverse(j)
//(1/det)* |j22 -j12|
// |-j21 j11|
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double ij11 = j22 / det;
double ij12 = -j12 / det;
double ij21 = -j21 / det;
double ij22 = j11 / det;
double delta_s = -(ij11*f10 + ij12*f20);
double delta_c = -(ij21*f10 + ij22*f20);
double new_s = s0 + delta_s;
if (new_s < 0)
{
break;
}
double new_c = c0 + delta_c;
SetS(new_s);
SetC(0, new_c);
CalculateC2C3();
n++;
if (n > 100)
{
break;
}
} while ((fabs(f10) > tol) || (fabs(f20) > tol));
}
// Calculates the difference between the tangential angle
// at the end of the triclothoid and the tangential angle
// at the beginning of the triclothoid.
// The return value is always between -PI and PI
double TriClothoid::DeltaTheta()
{
double theta0 = posture0_.theta_;
double thetae = posturee_.theta_;
double delta_theta = thetae - theta0;
if (delta_theta > PI)
{
delta_theta -= 2 * PI;
}
else if (delta_theta < -PI)
{
delta_theta += 2 * PI;
}
return delta_theta;
}
// Saves the arc lengths and sharpness values of the three
// clothoids in temporary variables. This is used in the Solve
// function to calculate the derivative of the objective
// functions to each variable independently.
void TriClothoid::Backup()
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{
s_back_ = s_;
for (int i = 0; i < 3; i++)
{
c_back_[i] = c_[i];
}
}
// Restores the arc lengths and sharpness values of the three
// clothoids from temporary variables. This is used in the Solve
// function to calculate the derivative of the objective
// functions to each variable independently.
void TriClothoid::Restore()
{
s_ = s_back_;
arc_length_ = 3 * s_;
for (int i = 0; i < 3; i++)
{
c_[i] = c_back_[i];
}
}
// Calculate the sharpness values of the second and third clothoids
// of the triclothoid. As explained at the end of section 5.5.1
// this helps to accelerate the solution
void TriClothoid::CalculateC2C3()
{
double k0 = posture0_.k_;
double ke = posturee_.k_;
double delta_theta = DeltaTheta();
double s1 = s_;
double s2 = s_;
double s3 = s_;
double c1 = c_[0];
double c2, c3;
if (s2 == 0)
{
c2 = 0;
}
else
{
c2= -(delta_theta*-2.0 + k0*s1*2.0 + k0*s2*2.0 + k0*s3 + ke*s3 +
c1*(s1*s1) + c1*s1*s2*2.0 + c1*s1*s3) / (s2*(s2 + s3));↪→
}
if ((s2 == 0) && (s3 == 0))
{
c3 = 0;
}
else
{
c3= (delta_theta*-2.0 + k0*s1*2.0 + k0*s2 + ke*s2 + ke*s3*2.0 + c1*(s1*s1)
+ c1*s1*s2) / (s2*s3 + s3*s3);↪→
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}
c_[1] = c2;
c_[2] = c3;
}
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biarc.h
#pragma once
#include "shape.h"
#include "arc.h"
class Biarc :
public Shape
{
public:
Biarc();
Biarc(Posture start_posture, Posture end_posture);
~Biarc();
int Fit(Point ps, double as, Point pe, double ae);
int Fit(Posture start_posture, Posture end_posture);
Posture GetPostureAtS(double s) override;
double DistanceFromPoint(Point pt, Posture* closest_point = NULL, double
tolerance=0, double* closest_fraction = NULL) override;↪→
private:
Point EndPointForS1S2(double s1, double s2);
// The start point of the biarc
Point ps_;
// The end point of the biarc
Point pe_;
// Tangential angle at the beginning of the biarc
double as_;
// Tangential angle at the end of the biarc
double ae_;
// The first arc of the biarc
ArcShape arc1_;
// The second arc of the biarc
ArcShape arc2_;
};
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biarc.cpp
#include "biarc.h"
#include <stdexcept>
#include <sstream>
#include <iomanip>
#include "globals.h"
Biarc::Biarc()
{
}
Biarc::Biarc(Posture start_posture, Posture end_posture)
{
int success = Fit(start_posture, end_posture);
}
Biarc::~Biarc()
{
}
// Fits a biarc between two points (ps and pe) so that the tangential angle is
// "as" at the beginning and "ae" at the end of the birac
int Biarc::Fit(Point ps, double as, Point pe, double ae)
{
double eps = 1e-6;
double tol = 1e-10;
ps_ = ps;
as_ = as;
pe_ = pe;
ae_ = ae;
double distance = ps.Distance(pe);
double s1 = 0.5*distance;
double s2 = s1;
Point calculated_pe, pt_diff;
double f10, f20;
int n = 0;
do
{
calculated_pe = EndPointForS1S2(s1, s2);
pt_diff = pe.PSubtract(calculated_pe);
f10 = pt_diff[0];
f20 = pt_diff[1];
if ((fabs(f10) < tol) && (fabs(f20) < tol)) break;
//jacobian is |j11 j12| = |df1/dj1 df1/ds2|
// |j21 j22| |df2/dj1 df2/ds2|
Point point = EndPointForS1S2(s1 + eps, s2);
pt_diff = pe.PSubtract(point);
double f1 = pt_diff[0];
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double f2 = pt_diff[1];
double j11 = (f1 - f10) / eps;
double j21 = (f2 - f20) / eps;
point = EndPointForS1S2(s1, s2+eps);
pt_diff = pe.PSubtract(point);
f1 = pt_diff[0];
f2 = pt_diff[1];
double j12 = (f1 - f10) / eps;
double j22 = (f2 - f20) / eps;
//inverse of j is |ij11 ij12| = |j22 -j12| / (j11*j22 - j12*j21)
// |ij21 ij22| |-j21 j11|
double det = (j11*j22 - j12*j21);
double delta_s1;
double delta_s2;
if (det == 0.0)
{
// xn = x0 - f10/f'10
delta_s1 = 0.1*(-f10 / j11 - f20 / j21);
delta_s2 = 0.1*(-f10 / j12 - f20 / j22);
}
else
{
double ij11 = j22 / det;
double ij12 = -j12 / det;
double ij21 = -j21 / det;
double ij22 = j11 / det;
//xn = x0 - inv_j * |f10|
// |f20|
delta_s1 = -(ij11*f10 + ij12*f20);
delta_s2 = -(ij21*f10 + ij22*f20);
}
s1 += delta_s1;
s2 += delta_s2;
n++;
if (n > 100)
{
break;
}
} while ((fabs(f10) > tol) || (fabs(f20) > tol));
if (pe.Distance(calculated_pe) <= 2.0*tol)
{
return 1;
}
else
{
return 0;
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}
}
// Fits a biarc between two given postures
int Biarc::Fit(Posture start_posture, Posture end_posture)
{
Point ps = start_posture.GetPoint();
Point pe = end_posture.GetPoint();
double as = start_posture.theta_;
double ae = end_posture.theta_;
int success = Fit(ps, as, pe, ae);
return success;
}
Posture Biarc::GetPostureAtS(double s)
{
Posture posture;
if (s < arc1_.GetLength())
{
posture = arc1_.GetPostureAtS(s);
}
else
{
double local_s = s - arc1_.GetLength();
posture = arc2_.GetPostureAtS(local_s);
}
return posture;
}
// Calculates the minimum distance between the biarc and a given point
double Biarc::DistanceFromPoint(Point pt, Posture * closest_point, double
tolerance, double* closest_fraction)↪→
{
Posture closest_point_1;
Posture closest_point_2;
double distance;
double distance1 = arc1_.DistanceFromPoint(pt, &closest_point_1);
double distance2 = arc2_.DistanceFromPoint(pt, &closest_point_2);
if (distance1 <= distance2)
{
distance = distance1;
if (closest_point != NULL)
{
*closest_point = closest_point_1;
}
}
else
{
distance = distance2;
if (closest_point != NULL)
{
*closest_point = closest_point_2;
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}
}
return distance;
}
// Calculates the end point of the biarc when
// the lengths of the both arcs of the biarc are given
Point Biarc::EndPointForS1S2(double s1, double s2)
{
arc_length_ = s1 + s2;
//angle in the middle
double am = ps_.Angle2(pe_);
//angle = k * s
double angle_diff = am - as_;
while (angle_diff > PI) angle_diff -= 2 * PI;
while (angle_diff < -PI) angle_diff += 2 * PI;
double k1 = angle_diff / s1;
angle_diff = ae_ - am;
while (angle_diff > PI) angle_diff -= 2 * PI;
while (angle_diff < -PI) angle_diff += 2 * PI;
double k2 = angle_diff / s2;
arc1_ = ArcShape(Posture(ps_, as_, k1), s1);
Point pm = arc1_.GetEndPoint();
arc2_ = ArcShape(Posture(pm, am, k2), s2);
Point calculated_pe = arc2_.GetEndPoint();
return calculated_pe;
}
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subdivider.h
#pragma once
#include "shape.h"
#include "composite.h"
#include "parametric_curve.h"
class Subdivider
{
public:
Subdivider();
~Subdivider();
static Composite BreakIntoPrimitives(ParametricCurve* the_original_shape,
double tolerance, double start_fraction, double end_fraction, std::string
primitive_type, std::vector<double>* fractions);
↪→
↪→
static Composite BreakIntoLines(Composite arc_line_composite, double
tolerance);↪→
private:
static double DistanceBetweenTheShapeAndComposite(Shape* the_original_shape,
Composite composite, std::vector<double>* fractions, double*
break_fraction);
↪→
↪→
};
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subdivider.cpp
#include "subdivider.h"
#include "line.h"
#include "biarc.h"
#include "three_clothoid.h"
#include "parametric_curve.h"
#include <assert.h>
Subdivider::Subdivider()
{
}
Subdivider::~Subdivider()
{
}
// Approximate a parametric curve using line segments, arcs or triclothoids,
// so that the maximum distance between the parametric curve and the
// approximating toolpath does not exceed a given tolerance.
// Refer to algorithm 3 in chapter 5.
Composite Subdivider::BreakIntoPrimitives(ParametricCurve* the_original_shape,
double tolerance, double start_fraction, double end_fraction, std::string
primitive_type, std::vector<double>* fractions)
↪→
↪→
{
//for n shapes in the composite we will have n+1 fractions
fractions->clear();
Composite composite;
Shape* the_primitive;
Posture start_posture =
the_original_shape->GetPostureAtFraction(start_fraction);↪→
Posture end_posture = the_original_shape->GetPostureAtFraction(end_fraction);
if (primitive_type == "line")
{
the_primitive = new Line(start_posture, end_posture);
}
else if (primitive_type == "biarc")
{
the_primitive = new Biarc(start_posture, end_posture);
}
else if (primitive_type == "clothoid")
{
the_primitive = new TriClothoid(start_posture, end_posture);
}
composite.AddShape(the_primitive);
fractions->push_back(start_fraction);
fractions->push_back(end_fraction);
double break_fraction;
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double max_distance = DistanceBetweenTheShapeAndComposite(the_original_shape,
composite, fractions, &break_fraction);↪→
Posture middle_posture =
the_original_shape->GetPostureAtFraction(break_fraction);↪→
while (max_distance > tolerance)
{
int n = fractions->size();
for (int i = 0; i < n; i++)
{
if (break_fraction < fractions->at(i))
{
fractions->insert(fractions->begin() + i, break_fraction);
Shape* old_primitive = composite.GetShape(i - 1);
start_posture = old_primitive->GetPostureAtFraction(0.0);
end_posture = old_primitive->GetEndPosture();
delete old_primitive;
Shape* primitive1;
Shape* primitive2;
if (primitive_type == "line")
{
primitive1 = new Line(start_posture, middle_posture);
primitive2 = new Line(middle_posture, end_posture);
}
else if (primitive_type == "biarc")
{
primitive1 = new Biarc(start_posture, middle_posture);
primitive2 = new Biarc(middle_posture, end_posture);
}
else if (primitive_type == "clothoid")
{
primitive1 = new TriClothoid(start_posture, middle_posture);
primitive2 = new TriClothoid(middle_posture, end_posture);
}
composite.ReplaceShape(i - 1, primitive1);
composite.InsertShape(i, primitive2);
break;
}
}
max_distance = DistanceBetweenTheShapeAndComposite(the_original_shape,
composite, fractions, &break_fraction);↪→
middle_posture = the_original_shape->GetPostureAtFraction(break_fraction);
}
return composite;
}
// Approximates a toolpath composed of lines and arcs with a toolpath that
// consists of only line segments. This function was used to convert the sample
// toolpath of figure 4.1 to the toolpath plotted in figure 4.18. Refer to
// chapter 4 for details.
Composite Subdivider::BreakIntoLines(Composite arc_line_composite, double
tolerance)↪→
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{
Composite line_composite;
int n = arc_line_composite.NumberOfShapes();
for (int i = 0; i < n; i++)
{
Shape* shape = arc_line_composite.GetShape(i);
ArcShape* arc = dynamic_cast<ArcShape*>(shape);
if (arc != NULL)
{
Composite arc_composite;
double angular_length = arc->GetLength() / arc->radius_;
double denom = 2 * acos(1.0 - tolerance / arc->radius_);
double dtmp = angular_length / denom;
dtmp = ceil(dtmp);
int number_of_lines = (int)dtmp;
double e = arc->radius_ *(1.0 - cos(0.5* angular_length /
number_of_lines));↪→
for (int j = 0; j < number_of_lines; j++)
{
double fraction1 = (double)j / number_of_lines;
double fraction2 = (double)(j + 1) / number_of_lines;
Point p1 = arc->GetPointAtFraction(fraction1);
Point p2 = arc->GetPointAtFraction(fraction2);
Line* line = new Line(p1, p2);
line_composite.AddShape(line);
}
}
else
{
Line* line = dynamic_cast<Line*>(shape);
assert(line != NULL); //the input composite must be composed of only
arcs and lines↪→
line_composite.AddShape(shape);
}
}
return line_composite;
}
// Calculates the maximum deviation between the parametric curve
// and the approximating toolpath
double Subdivider::DistanceBetweenTheShapeAndComposite(Shape * the_original_shape,
Composite composite, std::vector<double>* fractions, double * break_fraction)↪→
{
assert(fractions->size() >= 2);
assert(fractions->size() == (composite.NumberOfShapes() + 1));
double local_break_fraction;
double max_distance=0.0;
int n = fractions->size();
for (int i = 0; i < n-1; i++)
{
double start_fraction = fractions->at(i);
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double end_fraction = fractions->at(i+1);
Shape* shape = composite.GetShape(i);
double temp_break_fraction;
double distance = the_original_shape->MaxDistanceWithShape(shape,
start_fraction, end_fraction, NULL, &temp_break_fraction);↪→
if (distance > max_distance)
{
max_distance = distance;
local_break_fraction = temp_break_fraction;
}
}
*break_fraction = local_break_fraction;
return max_distance;
}
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bezier.h
#pragma once
#include "parametric_curve.h"
#include "point.h"
#define BEZIER_DEGREE 6
class Bezier : public ParametricCurve
{
public:
Bezier(Point control_point[BEZIER_DEGREE]);
Point GetPointAtU(double u) override;
private:
Point control_points_[BEZIER_DEGREE];
};
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bezier.cpp
#include "bezier.h"
#include <string.h>
#include "math_lib.h"
Bezier::Bezier(Point control_points[BEZIER_DEGREE])
{
memcpy(control_points_, control_points, BEZIER_DEGREE * sizeof(Point));
parametric_length_ = 1.0;
CalculateArcLength();
}
// Calculates the coordinates of a point on the Bezier curve corresponding
// to a given curve parameter value
Point Bezier::GetPointAtU(double u)
{
int n = BEZIER_DEGREE - 1;
double one_minus_u = 1.0 - u;
Point result_point = Point(0.0, 0.0);
for (int i = 0; i <= n; i++)
{
double mult = (double)MathLib::Combinations(n, i);
mult *= pow(u, i);
mult *= pow((1.0 - u), n - i);
Point temp_point = control_points_[i];
temp_point.MultiplyIn(mult);
result_point.Add(temp_point);
}
return result_point;
}
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bezier_fitter.h
#pragma once
#include "composite.h"
class BezierFitter
{
public:
BezierFitter();
~BezierFitter();
static Composite FitBezier(Composite original_composite, double tolerance);
};
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bezier_fitter.cpp
#include "sencer_fitter.h"
#include "subdivider.h"
#include "arc.h"
#include "line.h"
#include "angle.h"
#include "globals.h"
#include "bezier.h"
#include <cmath>
// an implementation of the method proposed in
// B. Sencer, K. Ishizaki, and E. Shamoto,
// A curvature optimal sharp corner smooth algorithm
// for high-speed feed motion generation of NC systems
// along linear tool paths, International
// Journal of Advanced Manufacturing Technology,
// vol. 76, no. 9-12, pp. 19771992, 2014.
BezierFitter::BezierFitter()
{
}
BezierFitter::~BezierFitter()
{
}
// Takes a toolpath composed of line segments and fits
// Bezier curves between each two successive lines.
Composite BezierFitter::FitBezier(Composite line_composite, double tolerance)
{
Composite result_composite;
int number_of_lines = line_composite.NumberOfShapes();
for (int i = 0; i < (number_of_lines -1); i++)
{
Shape* shape1 = line_composite.GetShape(i);
Shape* shape2 = line_composite.GetShape(i + 1);
double length1 = shape1->GetLength();
double length2 = shape2->GetLength();
double max_cut_length = fmin(0.98*length1, 0.49*length2);
Posture posture1 = shape1->GetPostureAtFraction(0.0);
Posture posture2= shape2->GetPostureAtFraction(0.0);
double theta1 = posture1.theta_;
double theta2 = posture2.theta_;
double theta = PI - fabs(Angle::ShortestDiff(theta2, theta1));
Point start_point = posture1.GetPoint();
Point corner_point = posture2.GetPoint();
Point end_point = shape2->GetEndPoint();
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double n = (1.0 / 2.0769)*pow(theta, 0.9927);
double denom = (7.0*n + 16.0)*sqrt(2.0 + 2.0*cos(theta));
double d = 32.0*tolerance / denom;
double c = d*n;
double cut_length = 2 * c + d;
if (cut_length > max_cut_length)
{
d = max_cut_length / (2 * n + 1);
c = d*n;
}
cut_length = 2 * c + d;
Point ts = corner_point.PSubtract(start_point);
ts.Normalize();
Point te = end_point.PSubtract(corner_point);
te.Normalize();
Point P0 = corner_point.PSubtract(ts.PMultiplyIn(2 * c + d));
Point P1 = P0.PAdd(ts.PMultiplyIn(c));
Point P2 = P0.PAdd(ts.PMultiplyIn(2 * c));
Point P5 = corner_point.PAdd(te.PMultiplyIn(2 * c + d));
Point P4 = P5.PSubtract(te.PMultiplyIn(c));
Point P3 = P5.PSubtract(te.PMultiplyIn(2 * c));
Line* line1 = dynamic_cast<Line*>(shape1);
Line* line2 = dynamic_cast<Line*>(shape2);
Point control_points[] = { P0,P1,P2,P3,P4,P5 };
Line* new_line1 = new Line(start_point,P0);
Bezier* bezier = new Bezier(control_points);
Line* new_line2 = new Line(P5, end_point);
result_composite.AddShape(new_line1);
result_composite.AddShape(bezier);
if (i == (number_of_lines - 2))
{
result_composite.AddShape(new_line2);
}
*line1 = *new_line1;
*line2 = *new_line2;
}
return result_composite;
}
